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compus unrzest

In its handling of the war abroad, racism, poverty

and student protest at home, the American people

have proven themselves guilty of v/ar crimes;

crimes against peace, and crimes against human-
ity-crimes for which top German leaders were

jailed or executed; crimes attributed only to

'them.' If, however, as Herman Goering stated, "In

a life and death struggle there is no legality" then

the country should encourage its leaders to

promote the killing of Vietnamese civilians-black

panthers-underprivileged people-and students. But

it should also recognize their privilege to fight by

any means. If we choose to follow this suicidal

path instead of working to eliminate the hate and

greed that divides us, we face inevitable decay and

a period of violence and revolution totally beyond
belief. A revolution which knows only destruction.

In its report to the President (and the nation), the

President's Commission on Campus Unrest recom-

mended, "The President seek to convince public

officials and protestors alike that divisive and

insulting rhetoric is dangerous. In the current

political campaign (1970 elections) and throughout

the years ahead, the President should insist that no

one play irresponsible politics with the issue of

campus unrest." Ignoring completely the rational

policies outlined by the commission, the Nixon

administration rampaged across the country

seeking to discredit political dissenters as extrem-

ists. In the midst of a period of high tensions,

mounting hatred and misunderstanding on all sides,

the President has failed as the nation's leader.

Instead of acting to "bring the country together,"

the administration's self-interest tactics have

helped to widen the gap.

The nation's young have called for an end to

racism, war and the irrelevance and unrespon-

siveness of the university. They have been met with

intolerance and forceful restraint. The national,

state and campus administrations must end blind,

repressive tactics and respond positively and

swiftly to rational demands. Police state tactics will

only discredit the liberal and moderate student

leaders and turn over power to the extremists.

Universities must drastically update curricula,

instigate substantial student input into decison

making, remove their political-military ties, pro-

mote academic freedom and university autonomy,
and terminate racist practices. The country must
gain the trust and support of the young. This

country's future lies with its universities.

On Friday, November 27, J. Edgar Hoover-the
second greatest director ever to head the

FBI-announced a plot by an East Coast group, the

East Coast Conspiracy to Save Lives, to kidnap a

high government official and demand, as ransom,

an end to U.S. bombing in Southeast Asia and the

release of all political prisoners in the nation. He

refused to identify the official, though claiming

knowledge of his identity. He also failed to explain

why no action was taken against the group. He
continued his announcement by claiming, "We
have information that black extremists and New
Left dissidents may resort to aircraft hijackings as

part of their strategy to get our government to

meet their demands." Again no evidence was

disclosed.

Such statements stink of the unsubstantiated

accusations so common during the infamous



McCarthy era of the 1950s. They contribute

nothing to the easing of tensions. It is little wonder

when campuses are infiltrated with state and

federal undercover agents, marijuana users are

persecuted for a personal freedom which has yet to

be proven harmful, and political leaders use

student protest and idealism as a scapegoat for

personal advancement, that the young have

developed a distrust and disrespect for law and law

enforcement officials. Police brutality has been

demonstrated to the nation in the pig riots of

Chicago, Kent State, Jackson State and elsewhere.

Televised incidents of indiscriminate, excessive

beatings of demonstrators (commie hippies) has

displayed irrefutable proof to the reluctant

audiences of middle America. When authorities are

sent onto campuses outfitted for war, tragedy is

the logical result.

Campus unrest has grown from the idealism of a

sub-culture into a peace movement into a

diversified program of student-youth protest.

Misunderstanding, apprehension, fear, hatred and

violence against campus protest has been encour-

aged and exploited. Programs by liberal and

moderate groups have not been taken seriously.

Harassment and overreaction by law enforcement

officials has not been effectively punished.

Appearance and life style have become synony-

mous with ideology and action. Terrorist activities

are blamed on a minority but their actions bring a

war of repression against a generation. Intellect-

ualism seems grounds for distrust, a different

appearance grounds for hate and a nation lines up

to do battle against its youth.
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Steve budman

Such activities and beliefs cannot be tolerated.

Nonviolent protest must be heeded and protected

if orderly progress is to survive. The majority of

students support peaceful, rational change. They
are willing to work within the system if it will

show its willingness to respond constructively.

Elements of violence on both sides must be

isolated and stopped. The country must be brought

together. The national administration must use its

power to unify the nation. University administra-

tions must initiate long overdue reforms, now. The
country must act as a whole to eliminate the

conflicts that divide it.

Coexistence requires compromise and understand-

ing. Repression and abuse of power require

revolution.



harold laios
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volume 1 issue 1 January 1971

us is the combined effort of photographer-writer

teams who have attempted to create an emotional as

well as a physical record of the university

community, it is our intent to cover those events and
personalities which have the greatest significance to

students, in this way we hope to provide not only a

permanent record of the year but also an interesting

and informative magazine, we actively encourage

feedback and participation by members of the

community.

harold a lalos editor

paul h levin managing editor

opinions expressed in this magazine are those of the

editors and respective authors and do not necessarily

reflect the views of the university.

us currently publishes three volumes, issue one

distributed in January, issues two and three in may.

offices in room 207 journalism building. 454-2230.

copyright January 1971 , editors of us

all rights reserved

no portion of this publication may be duplicated

without written permission.

front cover by harold lalos

rear cover by paul levin
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Brown, dry leaves now cover the sidewalks

and the grassy hills where four people died at

the hands of the Ohio National Guard.

Couples wander together whispering recollec-

tions of the day of terror.

And that damned canope where the order

was given to fire still stands--a cold, gruesome

sentry-over the ground once soaked in blood.

How can we forget?

How can we, as human beings, resolve the

feelings of guilt? Will we ever find escape

from the horror, the sadness, and the shame
of the murder of our brothers and sisters at

Kent?

Anywhere.

-iarry higgins
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josh wllkenfeld

Maryland gained a Republican Senator, an

additional Democratic Congressman and an

overwhelming favorite for the governor's chair

in the 1970 off-year elections. The November 3

election was billed across the country as one of

the most important in recent times because of

the President's minority victory two years ago

and his troubles with a Democratic Congress.

The big surprise in the Free State was the

loss suffered by Senator Joseph D. Tydings, a

one-time Univeristy SGA President, a liberal

dove and reform Democrat. But this wasn't the

year for liberals and those, who Uke Tydings,

had supported the Vietnam Moratorium a year

earlier.

He was replaced by Congressman J. Glenn

Beall, whose father Tydings had ousted from

the Senate six years earlier. Beall had full

support from the President and Vice President,

and capitalized on well-organized opposition to

Tydings' gun-control advocacy and on the

incumbent's aloofness from his constituency.

Tydings was also badly stung by "Life"

magazine charges that he engaged in financial

influence-peddling, charges eventually dis-

proved but not until after the election.

As for Beall, the only thing voters were sure

about was that he is a moderate Republican and

Steve budman
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Paul levin

that he probably loves his mother. Replacing

BeaU in Congress was Democrat Goodloe Byron

from Frederick, whose parents were also

representatives. In other congressional races,

voters sent Uberal Republican Gilbert Gude of

Montgomery County back for another term

along with Larry Hogan, a Prince Georges

County Republican who defeated antiwar State

Sen. Royal Hart. Hogan, strong on crime and

campus disruptions, is a former FBI agent and

journalism teacher at the University.

The biggest upsets were in machine-oriented

Baltimore City where Parren Mitchell, a black

professor at Morgan State, beat longtime

incumbent Samuel Friedel in the primary and

then won easily in the general election. In a

neighboring district, young Rhodes scholar Paul

Sarbanes upset George Fallon, another crusty

veteran, in the primary and defeated his

Republican opponent in November. Clarence

Long in suburban Baltimore and Edward
Garmatz of the city were re-elected, Garmatz

with no opposition.

And on the Eastern Shore, GOP national

chairman Rogers C. B. Morton had no trouble

winning re-election, but a month after the

balloting, he left his post to become Secretary

of the Interior, replacing Walter Hickel, who
earlier in the year incurred the President's

disfavor by saying the White House could be

paying more attention to youth. (A replace-

ment for Morton had not been chosen by

presstime.)

To no one's surprise. Gov. Marvin Mandel,

chosen by the legislature two years ago to fill

out the term of Spiro Agnew, won an

overwhelming victory after a low-key, million-

dollar campaign against Agnew-protege C.

Stanley Blair. Secretary of State Blair Lee was

elected the state's first lieutenant governor in

more than 100 years. The week after his

victory, one of his sons was arrested for

possession of 23 pounds of marijuana and

hashish at his dad's home.

Locally, Prince Georges County got a new
form of government, home rule-meaning the

county can pass its own laws rather than relying

on the entire General Assembly to govern the

county. Elections Jan. 26 for a county

executive and a council will be one of the first

elections in the country in which 1 8 year olds

vote.

There are about 16,000 University students

who, because of the lower voting age and a

state constitutional amendment wiping out

residency requirements, may be able to vote in

the county elections and who have the power

to have a councilman all their own. (At

presstime,the state attorney general's office had

challenged the students' right.) Among the

candidates for the post of county executive are

former College Park mayor William Gullet, State

Senator and former University student Steny

Hoyer and state's attorney Arthur Marshall,

whose campus claim to fame is prosecuting the

University students busted for drug use or for

occupying buildings.

Two surprises in the primary and general

election voting in the county were the defeat of

Sheriff William Kersey, Who had created his

own army, navy and air force contrary to the

wishes of the legal police department; and the

crushing defeat of commission chairman Fran-

cis Aluisi and the election of a new interim

commission, later to be incorporated into the

new council. A Republican, John Burcham, was

the first member of his party elected to the

governing board in 20 years.

-ira alien
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Bfsbop

Last May, when University students were holding

block parties on Route 1 , campus officials tried several

appeals attempting to clear demonstrators from the

boulevard. One of these was the promise of a chancellor

for College Park.

On the final night of protest activity last spring after

a midnight march to President Wilson H. Elkins' house

on the hill, Major General Edwin T. Warfield of the

Maryland National Guard reminded students the

chancellor was coming soon and they could take their

grievances up with him. And July 1, Chancellor Charles

Edward Bishop arrived.

From the beginning, those who met Bishop realized

he was different from the University officials College

Park was used to. He is approachable. For the first time

in 12 years and probably more, it is possible for any

student to walk in the big office in the main

administration building and get farther than a

receptionist. Bishop himself often calls student leaders

and others he feels he should talk to and requests an

appointment. Once you pass into the inner sanctum of

dark paneled walls and Japanese silk screens-office

decor left over from previous occupants-you are

entreated to join the chancellor around a coffee table on

the side of the room.

Frequently during business conversations he takes

notes. But even in social situations, he looks the speaker

directly in the eyes and questions, discusses, concurs or

objects, always conveying the effect of paying attention.

He listens.

The image Bishop has sought is that of open

responsiveness to students and he is building it by being

almost omnipresent.

On the eve of the first day of classes he appeared at a

rock concert on Fraternity Row where he introduced

himself and his new administration. The next day he

attended a rally sponsored by the Democratic Radical

Union of Maryland after spending the weekend fighting

an injunction which attempted to prevent the rally and

others of its nature. Later that week, the chancellor held

his first convocation, on the mall in front of the

library-the scene where most of the protest activity had

begun last spring.

It's interesting to note that President Elkins-never

the epitome of openness-cancelled his annual convoca-

tion two years ago because he was jeered by Students

for a Democratic Society and confronted by militants

from the Congress of Racial Equality.

One wonders how Bishop would react in the same

situation. Possibly he is acting now to avoid such

attitudes. Certainly he would be surprised and

undoubtedly annoyed to discover students felt it

necessary to use dramatic or even violent tactics to

reach his attention.

His instinctive flair for public relations has cautione

him that his strength lies in being fair and objective

Knowing that he can't possibly be a hero to all sides (

the academic and poUtical spectrum, he has decided 1

strive for at least their combined respect by stayic

firmly in the middle. So far, this policy has on'

dismayed both the more liberal and conservati'

factions at the University. Both would like to see hii

take a firm stand one way or the other. Bishop is tc

clever for that. Again, his instinct tells him to avoid tl

extremes.

For the top administrative position on campu

Bishop is remarkably less a paper pusher than a troub

shooter, father confessor and court of last resort. Rath

than initiating policy and positions which flow from tl

top downward, the majority of Bishop's time is spe

reducing tensions and resolving conflicts which ha

built their way from the bottom up.

In weighing the success of Bishop's handhng

potential crises so far, it is probably sufficient to s

that he is still enjoying a relative honeymoon peri<

with the student body. The only real criticism of Bisb

at this point which cannot be reasoned away, is that

avoids dealing with any of the sore spots left over frc

the previous administration. His excuse is that he canr

accept responsibility for what happened before he cai

to College Park.

It seems reasonable that a newcomer would

reluctant to pry into the affairs of his predecessors wh

they are still very much in evidence as his superiors. I

it is also obvious that those who feel matters are s

unsettled from last spring have no one else to go

Possibly Bishop shies away from becoming enmeshed

the quagmires created by his predecessors because, 1

any good public relations man, he abhors unpleasa

ness. Not that he shrinks from conflict. He seems qu

wiUing to face anything if he is in control. But to cai

him unaware and surprise him with tension when

least expects it will produce visible irritation, rare in t

man who never really loses his cool.

One surprise he intensely disHkes is discovering t

someone is attempting to speak for him.

"Bishop speaks for Bishop," he once told a stud

who reported one of his administration had passed c

message purportedly from the chancellor. He does sp

for himself, deahng directly with the public and m
media, thereby changing the entire focus of the effti

of Robert Beach and the University news service. ||

At the end of the first semester of what will doubt

be a long tenure at the University, it is difficult to ga

what Bishop's overall effect on the University will

During these first few months he has even provided

an across-the-board restructuring of the University,

regardless of their viewpoint, it seems likely most wc

agree Bishop is a vast improvement over the stagnai

which set in at the end of Elkins' 12 years.

If Bishop has his way, perhaps this spring

students' fancy will turn back to love, and the

month of May will be spent strolling the side'

instead of the streets.

-Rarer
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note

photographed by paul levin

Because of its legal status as a land grant
college, the University of Maryland has
always had some sort of ROTC program. It

wasn't always the Air Force that was here.
Back when Calvert Hall was a new dorm,
the Army was represented on campus, and
the University looked more like a service
academy than an agricultural college.

Today, the ROTC and the University are
changed almost beyond recognition. Cal-
vert Hall is old now, the University is one
of the foremost academic institutions in

the United States-and the Air Force is on
campus. Every Wednesday, drill day, one
can occasionally see a blue uniform on the
mall, a sight that indicates the change in

uniform, and a drop in enrollment since
AFROTC was made voluntary in 1965. On
that day. Cadets, under supervision of their

fellow cadet officers, drill in Reckord
Armory for an hour, a time span which
comprises barely one third of the time
spent in a normal cadet's schedule each
week. Other activities include office work
in the cadet office, and classwork which
ranges from one hour a week for GMC
cadets (those in the first two years of the

program) to more than two for POC cadets

(those in the second two years). Only POC
cadets receive academic credit for their

courses, and only those cadets receive the

government's monthly payment of $50.

For the cadet who wishes to participate

in other related activities, there is the

Arnold Air Society and the Maryland
Honor Guard. The latter organization is the

only way a cadet gets to touch a weapon
(rifles and swords). Cadet participation is

strictly voluntary. In fact, a few years ago,

the Pershing Rifles was disbanded by the

detachment because its members were
falling behind in their studies.

ROTC programs at America's colleges

have been termed essential to the defense

of the United States. The majority of
armed forces officers come from ROTC
programs in civilian educational institu-

tions. The importance of these programs is

fully realized by the Federal government in

its agreement with the University of

Maryland. Each year as part of its land

grant agreement, the University pays the

cadet program 511,000. In turn the U.S.

government pays the University $250,000
for keeping the program on campus. So the

University makes $239,000 for having the

AFROTC program on campus. The extra

money is one of the factors that keeps our
tuition from being three times what it is

already.

Today's military forces are part of a

gigantic bureaucratic machine, immensely
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complicated and intricate. It is for that

reason that college ROTC programs are

valued. The technical and modern aero-

space Air Force needs experts in manage-

ment. That is what most cadets are taught.

Air Force officers sit mostly in chairs,

rather than airplaine cockpits. The priority

of values is revealed in the qualifications of

the faculty. The professor of Air Science

has a Master of Business Administration

degree from G.W.U. and an M.S. in Civil

Engineering from Purdue. The asst. profes-

sor of Air Science 400 is a Master of

Aerospace Operations Management at

U.S.C. and the asst. professor for AS 300

has an M.S. in Education from U.S.C.

The civilian emphasis on management is

not the only such influence in the program.

No one can escape the program without

having it pounded in that civilians run the

military. It is that fact and the value of

having a non-professional officer corps that

prompted Harvard's President Dr. Nathan
M. Pusey to say:

"Mindful of the lessons of history and
acutely aware of the dangers to a

democratic society in the existence of a

corps of exclusively professional officers

the Congress established the ROTC."
Continuing his evaluation of the program

with a mind to current politics, Pusey gave

this advice to his fellow Americans; "It

would be shortsighted in the extreme if

academic institutions were now to with-

draw their cooperation from the ROTC
program because of repugnance to an

unpopular war."

-george saunders
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fZUGBy

It's been almost 150 years since

William Webb Ellis first picked up
the ball and ran with it but the

spirit of freedom and individuality

that he showed is still being carried

on. Beards, long hair, inebriation,

cowardice and lack of fitness all

have their place on a rugby pitch.

So do the more traditional, close

cropped, bull-necked, brave Joe

Colleges commonly associated with

such sports. The common bond
engendered by the mingling of

sweat, blood, desire and muscle in a

loose scrum is often more perma-

nent than that of a fraternity to

which one must pay dues and
homage. It is a bond that tran-

scends all cultural boundaries and

gets back to the nitty-gritty of life

itself

There is only one referee and
that much maligned individual can't

possibly see everything that is going
on and thus deprive some crafty

individual from equalizing the con-
flict by any means necessary. There
are no pads because they not only
cause injuries; they lead players to

do dangerous things that can injure

both parties. Ruggers are generally

friendly sorts though and play

cleanly, very hard, but cleanly.

After all, how can you sit down and
drink with someone whose ear you
have just bitten off? Violence, nice,

clean, controlled, violence, with no
artificial aids, is what rugby is all

about, and woe to him who
transcends the unspoken rules

about what is clean violence. A
loose ruck is a terrible maelstrom of
milling feet, elbows, and fists and
no one with a guilty conscience

should ever go near one.

Except for those exceptional

individuals who can play any sport

well, rugby seems to be made up of

persons too slow for track, too

small for football, too short for

basketball, too kind for lacrosse,

too weak for wrestling, too uncoor-

dinated for swimming or gymnas-
tics and too dumb for academics.

As you can see, this eliminates all

the specialists. The result is a team
of individuals who are good, both

on offense and defense; who can

run, kick, pass, tackle, ruck, dum-
my and punt with equal ability. A
rugger is the jack of all trades of the

sporting world. Since the players

must fmish the games they start,

fitness is important, but ruggers

play rugby to keep fit, they don't

get fit to play. And anyway, how
can a sports minded man keep

"training" when he is also expected

to drink huge quantities of beer

after every game, sing lewd songs,

and stay up late hours traveling

back and forth from games.

Rugby is a game. The ruggers

play rugby. There are no scholar-

ships, no paid coaches, no team or

league standings, and any expenses

are met by the membership. That's

why the White Flash (a very reliable

car) is so famous among ruggers and

why Bruce's car (we had to push it
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out of the Norfolk Tunnel) so

notorious. Training is done and

most attend practice sessions but

there is little pressure to be there.

Ruggers can usually be found at

soccer matches and football battles

because they enjoy them, but they

are always heard commenting,

"You wouldn't catch me dead out

there." Football players usually say

the same thing about rugby. Varsity

sports just take up too much time,

make too many demands on free-

dom, and losing is too frustrating,

what with the students, coaches,

newsmen and what all berating you.

Rugby is also a social sport. It is

an opportunity for gentlemen and

ladies, and other ruggers and rugger

buggers, to get together. After the

game both sides meet and have a

"doctor" look to their wounds.

None of these doctors are licensed

by any state and their usual

prescription is only large quantities

of medicinal ale, to be taken orally,

as often as necessary until no pain

is felt. This medicine and the songs

ruggers are so fond of often leave

first time rugby partyers quite

taken aback. Nude runners, ritual

dousings with beer, beer slides,

body paint, zulu warriors, muffin

men, the mayor of Bayswater's

daughter, and four and twenty

virgins from Inverness are all well

known at Maryland parties.

To mention ruggers without

mentioning the social portion of

their lives is absurd. Most rugger

buggers are not just the hanger-on

types who scream, "Whee,
OHHHoo" and the like, or wish

they were elsewhere during the

32
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game. Most are quite knowledge-

able about the finer points of the

game and very capable of tackling

and scrumming. In the early days of
Maryland rugby, they were often

the only fans.

In short, rugby is an experience

that one must pass through before

it can be understood. Explaining it

to the uninitiated is a lot like trying

to elaborate on an acid trip, or

making love, or going through basic

training, or sky diving, or any of a

hundred other experiences that a

person can undergo. Anyone who
has tried rugby can tell you
something about it, but to know it,

you'll have to try it too.

-larry habits I
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sitting in the stands

next to people

breathing alcohol

spilling cokes on sticky pants
and screaming sore-throated cries

"yea... yea... yea..."

but the wrinkle-faced lady
next to me doesn't care

We won, We lost

We...

i feel a part of a grand cause

jumping up and down on the bleachers
daring the planks to crack under my feet
i want to run over and tackle the old lady
with the wrinkled face

and yell in her sagging ears

"We! We!"

but she wouldn't understand

old ladies let their wrinkles get in the way
they don't see football

as natural aggression

Where's my uniform

the one i used to wear in fifth grade
when everybody was the same size

and it didn't hurt to get tackled

the one that was on sale at sears for 1 2.95
with the split crotch and the loose helmet that bounced
on my head when i ran

i want to run out on the field

catch a 99-yard touchdown pass from bob tucker
and run back

sneering at the old lady

through grass-stained lips

but she still wouldn't understand
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i want a lockerroom to take home

and play with

sweaty walls and football players

telling dirty jokes

about their coaches

and the coaches going home and telling their wives

dirty jokes about the players

a blackboard with x's and o's

explaining plays that work

only in chalk

someone is always in the shower

with wrinkled skin

just to keep the lockerroom steamy

so you can't see who is laughing/crying

after the game

i want a sprained body

and a rubdown

starting at the shoulder blades

and then a tightly wound bandage for my leg

because i like the

smell

of fresh tape

--larry blonder
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DtninG baLL

"Meat loaf is under investigation and the

isagna contract has been given to another

lanufacturer," said food service director Milo

. Knight.

The dining halls responded to student

Dmplaints about food this year by removing

epper steaks and beef turnovers from their

inner menus.

There were other changes. Tuna, egg, ham
id chicken salads were added to luncheon

lenus this year and serving lines were

sfrigerated so that more puddings and

srishable milk dishes could be served.

Furthermore, the scramble system was
itained and waiting Unes were eliminated,

nder the new system, students could walk

ght up to the item of their choice and put it

a their tray.

Yet diners in the six University dining halls

ill were not satisfied. One night, the second

vel of dining hall 1 exploded into a food

ot. A few students started tossing fried

licken at their friends, and in a few minutes

licken, spinach, milk and desserts were

ying across the cavernous room.

Unlike a similar food riot last year,

rganized by a radical campus group, this

Jar's food-throwing derby was unrehearsed

id completely spontaneous.

An upset Knight wondered why it hap-

jned. He "couldn't understand" why stu-

;nts were dissatisfied, emphasizing that his

3or has always been open for student

iedback.

He noted the additions and cancellations

ti the menu, the scramble system, and other

[novations. He pointed with pride to the

hanksgiving, Christmas and steak dinners

lus other expensive, elegant meals. He
raised the new Sunday system of serving,

here students can now eat dinner from 2 to

:15 p.ra In the past, a dinner-lunch had
Jen served until 1 p.m.

In the beginning of the year. Knight had
lid "My department is set up to protect and
itisfy students."

Knight and his crew tried hard. Meanwhile,
artial board began its second year as a means
)r students to pay less money and eat fewer

meals in the dining hall. The charge for the

partial board program is $50 less than full

board, though the partial board meal costs

average out to $4.50 per day per student. FuU
board students pay an average of $2.60 per

day.

Partial board will not be available next

year, because the Board of Regents has

decided the plan is not economically feasible.

Only full board will be offered.

Looking to the future in a more optimistic

light. Knight still looks forward to the

construction of a new dining hall in the gulch.

The new facility, scheduled to be completed

by this spring near the temporary buildings in

lot V, was shelved temporarily as funds were

transferred to the construction of an addition

to the Student Union. Knight now expects

the new dining hall construction to get under

way this fall.

Changes. New facilities. At least Knight will

be satisfied-until the next spontaneous

food-throwing brouhaha.

-david lightman
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Doomed eternally to stare-down the

administration building, McKeldin Ubrary

quietly squats at the center of the campus,

suffering from indigestion brought on by

crowded conditions and overstuffed stacks.

A campus crossroad is the front porch,

where Testudo reigns subUmely, paying httle

attention to noisy political rallies but glorying

in the caress of a near-forgotten legend.

Through the front doors tramp 20,000 feet

daily, the scholars in search of solace or

solution. "In books lies the soul of all past

time," decrees the chiseled slogan on the

front wall. Inside the average age of the more

than 1,000,000 books is 25 years.

Dedicated in May, 1958 in honor of Gov.

Theodore R. McKeldin, the Ubrary was

designed to house slightly more than 500,000

volumes.

It was heralded then as "the biggest and the

best of its kind in the area." But today it is

overcrowded, understaffed, confusing and

foreboding. Its shelves are crammed to near

double capacity.

Student assistants are advised only to

explain the cataloging system-never to

accompany the searching student to the

correct floor or shelf. A five-year job of

reclassification, from the Dewey Decimal

system to the Library of Congress catalog

method begun 10 years ago, is yet to be

completed. The stacks are dusty and dimly

lighted; the study carrels cold and uncomfort-

able.

The costs of replacing stolen or damaged

books is never less than $10,000 annually.

And, there is nothing more aggravating to the

researching student than a book missing a few

torn-out pages. McKeldin's seating capacity

is 2,000, room for less than 10 per cent of the

student body. The Ubrary staff has admitted

that any good university library should have

capacity for 30 per cent of the students.

But for all its faults, McKeldin is still the

University's library-where, maybe, the book

needed for a sociology paper might be found.

Where, maybe, the bound volume of "Life"

that includes the issue reporting My Lai might

be found early in the morning. Where, maybe,

a last-chance-before-the-exam copy of "Hedda

Gabler" reposes on the shelf, stripped of

pages 22, 23, 40, 41, 48 and 49.

Library administrators are confident the

undergraduate Ubrary now under construction

will ease the pressing problems at McKeldin.

Scheduled to open this fall, the new Ubrary

will feature increased study faciUties, with

some small rooms designed for four or five

students working together.

A large reference room will operate on a

24-hour basis, with a lower level reserve

reading room planned to be nearly twice the

size of its counterpart at McKeldin. The

building will have a seating capacity of 4,000

and is costing $7,598,000.

Undergraduates thereafter will be Umited m
their access to the volumes and stacks of

McKeldin. Administrators have indicated that

a closed stacks poUcy may be instituted in

McKeldin after books assigned to the

undergraduate Ubrary have been transferred.

But, for another semester at least, the

problems of McKeldin will remain the same.

The men at the front door will continue to

cUck off 10,000 frustrated students a day and

booklooking will remain as exasperating and

challenging as ever.

-bob hobby
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Always an ego trip for the performers. Every high

school preview audience since the beginning of high

school preview audiences has given them a standing

ovation. It helps them through the next few nights.

Standing ovations are exhilarating even when they don't

mean much. The kids get caught up. Someone stands

and everybody realizes he's just seen something he can

tell everybody about. A couple of other stragglers stand

and it must have been a great show. So everyone stands

and the applause gets louder and more enthusiastic as

they congratulate themselves for having the presence of

mind to be at what is surely the most exciting theatrical

event of the last....

And for a moment, the cast can forget-forget the

missed lines and the missed cue and the follow spot that

stopped following midway through an important

speech. They can forget that the next night's audience

won't be quite so charitable. And they can even forget

for a moment that the director won't forget, even for a

moment, any of the mistakes they made.

They'll have to be better tomorrow. That's what all

those weeks of rehearsals were for. How many thou-

sands of times did they repeat that one stupid tableau so

they'd have it right? How many hours did they sit

staring in a mirror at heavy blue eyelids and too-red

cheeks and that awful grey stuff in their hair that won't

really wash out for weeks. And to cap it off with the

absurdity of costume parades~"Okay, move your arm in

that gesture you use when you first meet him. ...Does it

pull too much in the shoulders?. ..and you still need the

wide belt and that velvet sash thing."

Somewhere along the line, it occurs to them that

they're involved in what must appear to outsiders as a

student enterprise. It isn't really, and they know it. It's

despiriting. The sets are designed by a prof; the shows
are always directed by profs and the box office is run

like a business. In fact, the only aspects of the

production which aren't run to a major degree by

non-students besides acting are the ones no one is

supposed to notice. The students who construct the
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sets, man the lights, control sound levels and take care

of the props have the least appealing jobs in the

productions. They give the shows their claim to the

term "student" but that isn't enough. The one effort

University Theatre made to become a truly student

xganization-their rejection last year of the music

department's semi-professional operas as part of their

".chedule-earned them a slap in the face from Student

Government in the form of a budget slash of over

K.OOO, enough money to mount an entire production.

But it isn't a professional operation. When things are

nessed up, students alv^ays seem to have the responsibil-

ty. The dirty stage the cast keeps tripping on and the

;orner of the staircase that never got painted aren't

eally the designer's fault. And v^hen a scene doesn't

vork as v/ell as it should, the actors usually get blamed

ather than the director.

Working under those two directors is a lot more
rouble than it's worth anyway. The differences are so

Xeat between them. Roger Meersman, a mountainous

ndividual who could probably find a licentious angle to

Mary Poppins," directs in pictures. The cast moves
rem tableau to tableau but has to find its own logic

vithin each. Individual parts aren't directed so much as

rand sweeping movements. Ron O'Leary, thin, delicate

ut firm and uncompromisingly optimistic, directs each

rioment to within an inch of its life. Every gesture

eems to be planned but they don't always add up to a

ig moment. Both of them, in silent, unmentioned
ompetition for the biggest theatrical effect, the biggest

urst of applause, the most spectacular idea.

And to what purpose? Why do they expend all that

ffort. Why does the cast put up with rehearsals at 3

.m. and physical demands no professional director

'ould even think of asking? Why is there always activity

1 the theatre? So little of what really happens there is

/er seen by the audience. The polish, the glimmer of

talent, the glitter and sparkle are almost an after-

thought.

The illusion that is theatre is absurdly transient. It

exists only on the stage and only for a few hours. The

reality of theatre is the hours on stage practicing an

entrance, the eternity spent in front of mirrors. And for

most of the performers, the reality of theatre is

rehearsing two parts at once. As one show reaches the

dress rehearsal stage, the next is having its costumes

designed. The work is never completed, nor is it the sort

of activity that can be called communal.

The bustle on stage is deceptive. There are lots of

people involved; they are doing similar things; they

work together; but there is an aura of loneliness. A sad,

illusory feeling as hard to define as any emotion

conveyed on the lighted stage pervades the empty one

between productions.

When it's over there is nothing they can save. A
program perhaps, maybe a picture and a couple of

telegrams. Three years from now, even less, they won't

be able to recall the lines. When the lights dim on

closing night, there's nothing they can carry away.

Certainly they don't do it for the reviews even if the

reviewer at the Post did say last year that they were the

best college theatre troupe in the Washington area.

That's not what they're working for. And it isn't the

glitter or the congratulations.

The only thing they can take with them is the

applause. That moment when the lights go out and the

clapping starts and someone stands and everybody

realizes he's just seen something he can tell everybody

about. So everybody stands and the applause gets louder

and more enthusiastic as they congratulate themselves

for having the presence of mind to be at what is surely

the most exciting theatrical event of the last....

And for a moment, the cast can forget.

"bob mondello
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campus
atmospYiGfze

Amid the tall columns of unending

Georgian architecture the faceless

shapes evolve. Yielding to a multi-

tude of forces and pressures they

live. Transformed into countless,

always minutely different, mut-

ants-living, learning, changing, re-

acting. Endlessly they come-believ-

ing, wanting, hoping-they are all

different yet they are all the same.

Into the system they feed, hoping

always hoping, as their person

becomes people before the ma-

chine. Abandoned, lost in a world

that can no longer afford individ-

uality; a programmed world depen-

dant upon conformity. Carefully

molded, carefully shaped into

shapelessness; formed to the time-
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less conformity of a master stencil.

Innocently they come, creating new
inputs into a closed circuit. Chal-

lenging the ancient procedures of a

modern relic. Faced with the

non-logic of obsolescence, its age

old structure retaliates. Still they

come-ever increasing, screaming,

pleading, demanding to be known,
to be recognized, to remain recog-

nizable. Will they change or be

changed? Will the endless pattern

remain endless; or will the machine

be adapted by those it must in turn

adapt; or will it topple under the

logic of its non-logic?

The wind passes through the stately

columns. The sun and moon rise

and set. The skies are clear then

cloudy. It rains.

Still they come, conforming to it as

they attempt to conform it. Single

faces in faceless groups. Living in a

microcosm of distrust, fear, and

hate over idealism and individual-

ity. They are pretty pictures in a

pretty setting, surrounded by pol-

lution. Still they come, bringing

hope to despair, concern to apathy.

Products of an environment they

did not produce. Misunderstanding

as they are misunderstood. Silently

screaming to be heard. They are all

different. They are we and we are

the University of Maryland. We are

the world. We are...we are me and

me is alone. Help me.

It rains. Footprints glisten autono-

mous. A cat watches. Classes start

and finish; semesters begin and end.

The seasons change. It snows.

I am an individual. I must remain

different. Yet we are one; we must

remain together. We are alone. Help

us.

-harold lalos

larry higglns
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At about 4 p.m. every day, there may or may

not be any stories planned for the Diamondback's

front page. An hour later.there may be about four

or five written or being written. And at 10 p.m.,

people can be trying to figure out what to do with

those stories because they have been superceded

by still another set of stories that will go on the

front page. (Somehow, campus news has the habit

of happening at 9 or 10 p.m.)

Diamondback staffers are learning to be

flexible, learning to bend according to the

exigencies of time, space and priorities; thus

learning to be professionals. Diamondback staffers

accept more responsibility ultimately than most

professional newspaper journalists ever do, and for

some reason, Diamondback staffers have a long

record of success in the public media.

Before each paper arrives on campus hastily

bundled, 50 at a time, most of the contents of the

paper has been in one or another stage of a

two-day cycle.

photographed by warren hill
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Copy on the inside pages with the exception of
sports IS funneied through the news editors to the
copy desk, run four nights a week and Saturday
mornings, by the copy editor. This person's job is

one of the most crucial, because, together with
each daily editor, he is initially responsible for the
copy, headlines and newsplay of the inside pages.

Editing copy means knowing "style" (no Ph D
is ever referred to as Dr., basketball hall is the Cole
student activities building; call him either SGA
President Stu Robinson or Stu Robinson, SGA
president...and so on) which takes years to get into
your head, by which time some energetic soul has
finally rewritten the stylebook. Editing involves
headline writing. Good headline writers, many of
whom got their start on the Diamondback copy
desk, have a valuable skill. Most people take
a headline for granted, without realizing that
someone had to count it out and rewrite it 100
times, to make the words fit. (People who enjoy
puzzles usually can write good heads.)
When the inside copy for the Wednesday paper

is finished Monday night, it is driven by someone
to Suburban Record, the Diamondback's Silver
Spring composition shop. Tuesday, Record typists
type the copy and production people put the ads
together and process the photography for photo
offset composition.

Tuesday afternoon, early evening, late evening
and early Wednesday morning (until possibly 4
a.m. Wednesday) are devoted, by some, to getting
the Wednesday paper out while the copy editor is

working on Thursday's paper.
The news editor has assigned stories and

pictures, and after consulting with the associate
editor, managing editor and editor-in-chief, a
tentative schedule of coverage and news play is

established.

Subject to change, of course, at any time, often
every half hour for the next seven hours.

From 6 p.m. until, to the chagrin of the people
who work every night, often 3 a.m., copy is

written and edited either in the Diamondback
offices in the journalism building or at the Record
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or sometimes, during elections and crises, in

Baltimore.

The associate editor or the daily editor (five

days, five papers, five daily editors) does a front

page layout. Often there is another and another

and another...until the stories fit or new stories

replace them.

After the copy is relayed to the Record, the fun

really begins. All night long, v^'hile the biggies were

planning the front page, people were in Silver

Spring proofreading the inside pages, the sports

pages and the editorial pages. A prerequisite for

working in an offset composition shop is a deep

love for "cut and paste." When copy is cut, paper

strips are sliced with scissors or a razor blade.

Putting it back together is done with glue or wax.

To get stories to the Record, set, edited, moved

around and finally pasted up usually takes until

2:30 in the morning. When the last flat, a positive

which is used to make the offset negative, has been

rolled and is placed in the big green box, the

Diamondback is on its way to Easton, yes, folks,

Easton-across-the-bay, where it's printed. Every

day. And that's how the Diamondback gets

together.

Not surprisingly, working there is a seven-day a

week job for some people. Friday is their only

semi-day off, because on Saturday morning,

somebody has to wake up enough to start the

Monday paper and so it goes...

intity of graffiti.

Copies of "Open Sights,*' volume

)er eight are strewn on every c

3ople sit waiting and talking: b

jceive their free^ services.

|ort blond-haired girl, called

Ing with an ash tray full of cigs

ler elbow,

isly fidgeting her

ced over the tray,

bouncing on the

**Don*t let Dei

he'll say I'm dumla^

[wkys says Pm dumb/l

Is someone to pick on.**

put back in the tray and

ler cigarette as she waited.

le clinic offers basic medical facl

e staff of more than 200 volunteers

th basic problems in the fields of

jease, abortion, draft, drugs ai
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But Diamondback may be a historical curiosity

next year. If the state legislature, the regents and

the University administration continue in the

direction they are headed, all student publications

may be forced to become independent by next

fall.

Independence may mean no University funds

and, in the most extreme form, no use of

University facilities. The chances of Diamondback

in its present form surviving that kind of cut are

slim.

The advantages to the student body of having a

journalism department paper or an administration

paper are debatable. Other schools whose media

are part of the academic curriculum are treated to

editorials about the beauty of the weather and the

wonderfulness of the administration.

Without at least a reasonable two-year transition

from the present state of financial support to

financial independence, Diamondback and the

other media could fold and be replaced by the

journalism Jingles or the Administration Gazette.

A comedown, at best.

But for the time being, Diamondback will

appear Monday through Friday during the

semester and, in crisis, during exams.

And for the time being, 60 years of journalistic

freedom will be unbroken.

-susan gamen
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The 1970 Student Government Association

administration was inaugurated the night of the

Skinner building sit-in and it ended the day of the

Board of Regents vote on the new disciplinary

rules. In 1970, the SGA was more involved with

the state government and the University adminis-

tration than ever before, but rarely was there a

distinct conclusion to any of the issues. In most

cases, the issues and the term of office of SGA
members did not exactly coincide and as a result,

many of the problems that had plagued students in

1968 when the first activist SGA took office,

continued through 1970. At the same time,

however, personality clashes and internal disputes

overshadowed the substantial nature of the issues

the SGA dealt with.

The 1970 SGA pledged itself to reestablish

liaison with the state government and it got its

first test over the student activities fee. The $18

activities fee, which is collected for the SGA to

distribute to over 30 campus organizations, came

under attack from the state General Assembly

because the fee and its counterpart at Morgan

State College subsidized several controversial

activities and publications. As a result, Thomas

Hunter Lowe, speaker of the House of Delegates

pressured for a bill that would make the fee

voluntary-Lowe's goal being to force the SGA

into a position of being unable to finance anything

controversial with the fee because only a minority

of students would pay the fee if they didn't like

what it was being used for. Furthermore, he felt

that state money such as the fee should not be

used for anything the state had no control over.

SGA's state affairs director worked over the

summer lobbying for the defeat of the bill, and by

November, the original intent of the bill had beer

defeated. Instead, the Board of Regents wa5

instructed by the legislative council, to exert mow

I
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mplete authority over SGA allocations. In a

Dvember regents' meeting, SGA President Stu

abinson threatened to dissolve the SGA if the

lard assumed direct control of the funds and in a

amatic reversal, the regents voted to study the

lestion of activity fee control until this month.

SGA also succeeded in continuing to expand the

iportunity for students to take fewer general

ucation requirements. SGA's academic affairs

rector, working with the University Senate and

e Arts and Sciences Academic Council, was

•gely responsible for the elimination of the

reign language requirement and the lessening of

her requirements after months of grueUng

mmittee meetings.

1970, however, was also the year the SGA as an

ganization attempted and largely failed to

annel energy, released last May during the strike,

ward solving problems on campus, at the state

rel and in the federal government. Sometimes

is was beyond the control of SGA. One student

ider for example, tried to register large numbers
students in time for the November elections,

stead a court injunction obtained by a local

ilitician silenced all but one day of that effort.

Campaign Involvement Week was a case where

JA found itself financing the invitation of local

d state office candidates and having only a

jidful of students take the trouble to come and
Ik with the visitors.

This was also the year of open SGA hearings on

e proposed disciplinary rules and regulations and

I ROTC. In both cases, where SGA asked for

)inions, advice and information from the campus
immunity, so few spectators came that the

immittee panels often outnumbered the obser-

rs.

Pushing for improved student services, SGA's
jdent services director usually found himself

ainst the same wall that had existed for the past

n years. Administrators who had been at the

liversity since before most of its current

idents had been bom, too often tended to say,

t can't be done now and here's why," rather

an, "Let's see how we can do it as soon as

ssible." Pressure for increased campus lighting,

lor coded and telephone equipped parking lots,

;huttle mini-bus and a discount laundry all were

shed aside in the pursuit by administrators of

; goal of not rocking the institutional boat.

Finally, an issue that had been simmering for a

ig period of time emerged in the demand for the

r. of Cole student activities building for the

Ivolutionary People's Constitutional Convention.

Sident pressure for the use of the building

bught to light a series of long-standing grievances

33ut administrative control of the building.

^ hough the convention was not held, the

CTtroversy demonstrated inconsistencies in the

hidling of various student fees. The student

aivities fee was student controlled, while the

a letic fee and the student fees which built the

aivities building are run as the personal fiefdom
oJim Kehoe-a discrepancy certain to loom larger

a students and the SGA push harder for student

iiolvement in all levels of the University.

Student government at this University is

cingingmore rapidly than ever before-five years

'wo Greek political parties had exclusive

• ol over student offices and SGA's primary

p pose was to provide shows, dances, concerts
al to subsidize the Diamondback, the yearbook
a:l a few clubs and bands. In 1970, the old parties

*'l loyalties have totally disappeared and
ahough the shows, dances, bands and concerts
sll remain, the SGA is now primarily a lobbyist
f' students to the chancellor's office and to

AaapoUs. How weU it fulfills these new functions
w determine whether it wiU continue.

-j brooks specter

losh wilkenfeid
|
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Later this month, the Board of Regents will meet

to determine if they will seize control of student

activity fees. The Student Government Association

has voted to abolish itself if this happens. Even if

they remain in existence their function will be near

zero. Given these conditions and one of the largest

turnouts since finance committee disputes, the SGA,
at its Dec. 10 meeting, proceeded to demonstrate to

the audience and itself how totally inept it really is.

The insueing circus was in accurate keeping with the

Mickey Mouse award presented to President Stu

Robinson at the outset of the meeting.

"Fiddling while Rome burns" was the comment of

one vice presidential candidate during discussion of

the most inconsequential issue of a student activities

banquet. Sec. Grace Greenburg sparked the hour-long

dispute over a $300 banquet for SGA, heads of

activities and of the student activities department
Overlooking profound arguments such as, "A free

dinner is the only thing we get out of all this," SGA
gratiously eliminated its banquet.

But it is our student government There were times

that night when the roar of the crowd, which hovered

around 40, was similar to the clammer that greets

Lefty Driesell in Cole student activities building

before a game.

Showing the strain of his inability to control the

crowd or the legislators (it was difficult to

differentiate), SGA Vice President Mike Blank tried

to limit debate and adjourn the meeting repeatedly

and unsuccessfully. Obviously disgusted, he answered

one legislator's request to create order with a

mumbled, "I don't give a shit" The circus continued.

If you didn't know that half the group was
fraternity men attempting to use SGA as a stepping

stone to Baltimore politics, you could believe they

were all Yippies. It is hard to imagine that such a

large group of apparent idiots could come together

other than by design.

Yelling and screaming and name calling, either

practice for the upcoming election or inter-house

squabbling, caused one to charge that it was the

largest fraternity meeting he had ever seen, and two
presidential candidates to beg the group to save the

mudslinging for the campaign, v^ich was to have

started that morning.

However, because of technical (constitutional)

difficulties, Dec. 16 elections, which President Stu

Robinson had lobbied furiously for, were in direct

conflict with two provisions of the SGA constitution,

which were, in turn, in conflict with each other. One
specified elections should be held in "spring," the

other stipulated "spring semester." So, presumably

to salvage early elections, legislature voted 10 to 7 to

have spring legally begin Dec. 9 on the College Park

campus. The move added neptive points to SGA's
credibility and forced at least four people to resign

from their posts.

Strangely enough, on Dec. 10 the temperature

reached an unseasonable 55 degrees and truly

frightened experienced SGA watchers feared the

circus had been vested with some mystical power.

Winter weather returned, though, after Central

Student Judicial Board determined that spring means
the second semester.

The major uproar, however, came after an attempt

to impeach Robinson. The motion was defeated by

the same people who have been screaming all year

that the best thing for SGA would be a new
president, even Mike Blank. The attempt to at least

institute proceedings was defeated because the great

race for office has begun. Students outside the

tarnished circle of SGA are not aware of the shit that

is shoveled there everyday and, if they care enough

about student power to vote, will probably follow

Robinson's endorsement blindly. So the private

backstabbers become the public supporters and

Robinson stays.

It is certainly clear that such performances cannot

be allowed. Students must take the time to seek out

candidates that can exercise responsible leadership

and vote for them. If they do not then they deserve

to witness the greatest show on campus-in all three

rings.



When the Board of Regents sits around
its long conference table for a meeting,

the University listens.

It listens because the twelve-busi-

nessmen, educators, lawyers and a house-

wife-who make up the board-are also the

final authority in determining all Univer-

sity policies.

It listens because the Board of Regents

is the final authority in determining what
the University buys and sells, what the

University wants and doesn't want, what
is good for the University and what is

bad.

And it listens because the regents

decide, in their monthly meetings, what
the University is.

Mandatory student fees, disciplinary

regulations and acreage allotments for

tomatoes, (the regents double as the State

Board of Agriculture) are among consid-

erations on which the board hears

testimony, mediates arguments and then
passes The Word.

Their job is a controversial one and for

every student, faculty member, adminis-

trator or alumnus who agrees with their

decision on the role of the University,

there is someone or thousands who
vocally, and sometimes violently, dis-

agree.

The regents' action this year in

establishing new disciplinary procedures

met considerable opposition from various

University groups, chief among them the

liberal-to-radical student population.

The regulations provide for seven day
and possibly longer, suspensions of

students violating certain University

guidelines, limited prohibitions on public

speaking and mandatory student self-

identification on request of designated

administrators and faculty members.
The regents' move for control of

student activity fee allocations in the

middle of the year produced an uproar

among Student Government Association

officers in the habit of dispensing the

nearly half million dollars collected

annually from the fee.

The board voted to assume control of

the fees in its November meeting but

changed its mind after such actions as

SGA President Stu Robinson threatening

to dissolve SGA and mentioning the

possibility of student violence.

Other student organizations have also

expressed displeasure at actions taken by
the board-and even dissatisfaction with

its continued existence.
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The Democratic Radical Union of
Maryland lists elimination of the board as
one of its five 1 970-71 demands.
A newer group, the Student Commit-

tee to Abolish the Regents claims it is

working to replace the regents with a
University assembly comprised of mem-
bers of the University community.

Neither has succeeded, to the surprise
of no one, and the regents continue to
formulate University policy.

There is hope, however, for those bent
on removing what has been the regents'
conservative influence on the University.
The Board of Regents is changing.

The first black ever to be named to the
board, Edward Hurley, became a regent
during the summer. At the same time,
Elizabeth Deegan, 25-year-old University
alumna, became one of the youngest
persons ever to serve on the board.

The appointment of Hurley and
Deegan introduced elements of youth and
UberaUsm, relatively speaking, to the
traditionally ancient makeup of the
board.

Older board members have adopted an
outlook somewhat more amenable to
general student and University needs as a
result of student activism.

Perhaps as never before, the regents are
attempting to become a positive force in
the process of building the University.

It can only help.

-chad neighbor

amntfMSKm&i
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And God blessed them, and God said to them, "Be

fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue,

and have dominion over the fish of the sea and

over the birds of the air and over every living thing

that moves upon the earth."

pollution

Genesis 1 :28

And they did. Not only did they subdue and have

ominion over, but in Hving testimony to their

iperiority they also created smog and teeming city

[lettos, chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides and over-

opulation. Into the environment they spilled nitrous

xides, lead, radioactive isotopes and a multitude of

ther deadly poisons. Out of the once sparkling and
iear streams, rivers and lakes, they created sewage

umps-reservoirs of industrial waste-choking and
illing fish and fowl alike. Into the landscape they

irved graveyards of autos and scrap, leaving for waste

\e skeletons of the very machinery they had used to

angest and contaminate both land and atmosphere,

hey allowed huge industries to reach out and grasp the

ivironment with hands of filth and mire. Their God
as named Growth-GNP. And in worshipping him, they

;tabhshed a system more responsive to industry and its

esires than to life itself. They raped the land.

Human history has taught that the conquering role is

/entually self-defeating. Man, who is ultimately

^pendent upon his natural community for even the air

; breathes, is witnessing in the seventies the results of

s self-destruction. This is not to say that the problem
new. Recent interest by the media, and ecology as a

)litical cause, have simply sharpened man's focus. In

merica it began with the first frontiersman, who
iving hastily utilized his natural resources at hand,

oved westward leaving his ravage behind, without a

ought to the future-"from sea to shining sea."

rowth and development were important then as they

e now. But growth and development of what? The
lestion is pertinent, because today, in spite of all the

If-destructive awareness, the process continues.

Underlying the whole problem is the fact that from
rth, man is conditioned to accept as natural what is

tually unnatural. It has taken drastic incidents like the

istruction of 80 per cent of the songbird population at

rd Island, Illinois by pesticides or the oil disasters of
Inta Barbara to jar man to the reality of what is

ippening to his eco-systems. Locally, driving daily

I'wn U.S. Route 1 is an excellent example of eye

I'llution with its neon signs, billboards, hamburger
nnds and gas stations, virtually stacked one upon

another, without even a second thought of its

appearance. In addition, in man's mad desire to

consume he has continuously overlooked the problem
of disposing of the resulting waste. Last year

municipahties spent an estimated S4.5 billion to collect

and dispose of nearly 350 milhon tons of trash, and by
1980, projected sohd waste will have grown to more
than 500 milUon tons a year.

Then man ranted and raved on Earth Day, April 22,

1970 to save his earth. President Nixon outlined specific

plans for environmental control in his State of the

Union message to the 91st Congress in February of last

year. But less has been spent on pollution during this

administration than during the previous one.

November of this year, the University was named as

one of the 118 operations in violation of state water

standards. The University's violation is sediment

pollution due to the unchecked washing away of soil

from construction sites. But state officials did not take

any immediate action to force compliance with the

standards.

The biggest offenders of pollution are automobile

manufacturers and oil companies. But at the time of the

printing of this yearbook, the Nixon Administration was

in the process of stopping the 91st Congress from

setting a 1976 deadline for development of a

pollution-free car.

"...The 1970's absolutely must be the years when
America pays its debt to the past by reclaiming the

purity of its air, its waters, and our living

environment. It is literaUy now or never."

Now or never?

-Richard M. Nixon

-ruth sievers
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Education is not one of the functions of a large

university-a fact realized and dealt with by the people of the

Intensive Educational Development Program. In this

sprawling University where every student is a number, an ID,

too httle individual attention is the major student-professor

gripe.

Initiated in September, 1969, lED gives vital educational

and psychological support to about 186 freshmen and

sophomores (mostly black), who entered the University

without the traditional academic credentials or preparation.

The philosophy of the program is baSed on the appreciation

of individual differences among students and the effective use

of these differences to provide a well-rounded education.

The flexible admission standards are used extensively

throughout the program with the greater emphasis placed on

personal interviews and recommendations. An interesting

result of the personal counseling is that sophomores who
began in the program last year have a higher grade point

average than the University-wide sophomore average.

Originally, a bridge for high school students in the Upward
Bound program, lED has also become a comfort station for

many other students who need some sort of attachment to

stand the pressures of studying and living in a seemingly

hostile environment. Their problems cover everything from

money, to difficulties in communication with whites, to their

own families. And because of the day-to-day contact with

their counselors some lED participants refer to the program

as a "family."

Small group counseling is a vital part of the program's

apparent success-small groups where the counselor and

student have a common point of emotional reference.

Another good aspect of the program is that the student

experiences no obstacles in a massive web of bureaucracy, no

chain of command. Students have a part in the

decision-making.

All students are officially part of the program for two
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years. They are enrolled in the Office of Intermediate

Registration and as such, lED freshmen are the only

freshmen in OIR. After the basic University requirements are

completed satisfactorily, students may transfer into the

college of their major.

Advisors function beyond the point of signing schedule

cards. Most of them are. young enough to genuinely relate to

the problems of the students and deal with them effectively.

The program is divided into recruitment, admissions,

financial aid, transfer students, Reading Study Skills Lab and

tutoring. About 80 per cent of lED students receive full

financial aid through Economic Opportunity Grants,

National Defense Loans and College Work-Study Programs.

The success of the program is probably due to the

importance placed on the student as an individual. He is free

to come into the office whenever he wants. His advisors are

also his friends. He has a social group to relate to which helps

him cope with the underlying hostility of this University. He
is not ground up in the University's academic mill into a

carbon-copy mental midget of the American Ideal.

He is allowed to remain an intact, but educated individual.

-Carolyn jones
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If you're there alone the quiet grips you like a vice.

There's an inexplicable feeling of uneasiness as you walk down

the empty aisle.

Your footfalls are swallowed by the thick carpet, almost as if

in defiance of your ability to disturb the silence.

And if you dare to venture to the altar and touch the gleaming

ornaments that are said to be holy, your stomach grows a little

cold and your heart beats almost loud enough to be heard.

It is because you have just stepped out of the series of petit

crisis and meaningless joys that are the university and entered the

mysterious, magical kingdom of the chapel. This is where the real

rules are made.

The origin of the "thou shalt nots."

And the guilt.

It is here that the basic rituals of life are performed-baptism-

marriage-last respects to the dead.

And it is here that the apologies and confessions are offered by

men afraid.

Afraid to travel the trip of life alone, afraid to face the instant

of death and what happens after that.

And so the search for guidance. In the chapel and thousands of

other places like it where people sense the unusual and

comforting presence.

Places where serenity predominates. Where a ray of light,

exploding quietly into the room, may illuminate the mind as well

as the body and where one may find some hope that the serenity

and the illumination will, in time, creep out of the buildings and

human bodies that presently contain them and infect a world in

danger.

--larry higgins
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pRee cl\r2\c
Jim Morrison's voice sounds scratchy and it's played

much too low for a screaming Door's frustration. But then,

it is not a very good record player. Neither is the furniture.

The people who own them have better things to do with
their money-like buy medical suppUes.

It's the Washington Free Clinic waiting room. And it's

crowded. And hectic. The phone rings but no one answers
it.

"Sherry Cohen, could you come to the desk?" an-

nounces a girl around 20 who serves as one of the sign-in

receptionists. She has a pleasant voice and you know she is

smiling because she wants to.

At the same time Dan Murphy, one of the cUnic's three

coordinators, shuffles into the room, mop and bucket in

hand, looks into the crowd but at no one in particular and
in a low, steady voice, "I need four people to help me clean

the examining rooms." Four people are at his side

immediately.

"Do you have any doctor's schedules around here
anywhere?" asks another worker-volunteer.

"Dave Douglas. Douglas. Dave. Hi."

"Who wanted the abortion counselor?"

And so it goes-a busy, casual, relaxed night at the

chnic-a cUnic serving everybody for any problem.
But it mostly serves young people. They start arriving

each night at 7-close to 100 of them-sign-in, talk with

"screeners" and then see the volunteer docton, lawyers and
counselors before the place shuts down at 11

.

The scores fUUng the waiting room are a far cry from
those first few months of its operation in 1968 when
doctors were just sitting around waiting for patients to

arrive. But people kept coming and the clinic kept growing,

from one basement room in the Georgetown Lutheran

Church to the entire basement plus the offices of a D.C.

psychiatrist who lends his place and staff for group therapy

sessions.

Clinic services have expanded to include just about every

problem or need of the "free community." Abortion
counseling, pregnancy tests, tests and treatment for vener-

eal disease, draft counseling, group and individual therapy

plus various educational programs in drugs, nutrition and
first aid are all available. And, of course, you can go there

for treatment of the more common problems of respiratory

infections and other illnesses.

But the most common problem among patients is

venereal disease, according to Dr. Michael Winicoff, head of

the chitic laboratory and one of the several doctors working
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there as a volunteer. Birth control and abortion referrals are

next in frequency, he said. All records are kept confiden-

tial, including venereal disease cases, which is probably one
very good reason so many patients frequent the chnic.

The clinic receives injectable penicillin free from the D.C.

Health Service. Dean Warden, a clinic pharmacist, said they

receive all other medications from samples doctors have

donated. But, Warden said, many donations are "useless"

because they can be used only for elderly patients. Warden
said the clinic mainly uses antibiotics, topical preparations

and creams and birth control pills and devices. "We
dispense what we have and write prescriptions for medica-

tions we don't have available," Warden said. "But we still

need more antibiotics and oral penicillin," he added.
The cUnic has an extensive drug program with a

phOosophy that "all drugs are not necessarily abuse,"

according to coordinator Alex Fox. If a person has a

long-term drug problem, which Fox defines as those in the

Heroin, amphitamine and "constant" as opposed to "occa-

sional" acid use category, then it is an indication of a

psychological problem and so he is referred to group or

individual therapy. For heavy addiction, though, he is

referred to appropriate therapeutical locations such as the

RAP house, a living center for addicts kicking the habit.

Fox looks ruefully upon the clinic as an example of an

alternate health facihty-an alternative to $20 doctor visits

in sterile offices where patients are treated in an equally

sterile, cold, business-like manner. "Here they are treated

Uke human beings, not numbers," Fox said. "Their prob-

lems are really cared for," he continued.

Kate Schaffer, personnel coordinator at the clinic and a

part-time Georgetown University student, said she helps

train new staff members by first acquainting them with the

community and then putting them through the drug

education program. A first aid workshop is also suggested.

"Screeners," for instance, are briefed on community drug
and personal problems he may encounter before he greets

the patients. His job is to make them feel comfortable
before subsequent referral. Sometimes he "feels out" other

problems in the brief interview with the patient-problems
the patient had not intended to deal with.

Talking about their abortion referral policy, Kate first

explained that they were trying to change the name
"abortion counseling" to "pregnancy counseling" because

"it is really more accurate and sounds more reassuring."

Whatever it's called, it consists of a counselor "talking over

the problem with the patient, not just directing her to a

doctor or hospital," she explains. "It is a very traumatic

experience and if someone just sits down with you and

talks out the situation, well, maybe the girl decides to keep

the baby," she said, "but after the discussion, if she still

wants the abortion, the doctor will describe the operation

and then refer her to an abortion counselor who is familiar

with sympathetic area doctors and hospitals. But the doctor

urges the girl to return for clinic birth control classes."

Lab administrator Gene Hall first came to the chnic as a

patient with no money. "They helped me tremendously,"

he said, ahd I told them I would pay them back when I got

the bread." But Hall never did get the bread.

"But I had plenty of time," he said. And so he paid them

back with that. Long ago. He said that he thought of

quitting many times but there was always something new to

be done-painting, new equipment-and he just kept staying

around until "this or that" was finished. Apparently it

never was.

A government lawyer by day, a draft counselor by night,

Ted Levine says he just makes people aware of their rights

under the Selective Service Act and then lets them decide

from there. "I don't recommend "outs" or counsel against

the draft," he said. "If a guy has a medical problem, I direct

him to the appropriate regulations."

He, like the other clinic lawyers, also handles simple legal

problems such as landlord-tenant, consumer and negligence

cases. But draft counsehng, he said, accounts for about 65

per cent of his time there.

So how does the clinic survive economically? The

patients who flock there each night from Washington and

the suburban areas do not have to pay for the services,

although each night a box goes around the waiting room
soliciting contributions.

Lab administrator Hall says: "People think it is free and

it is going to come from heaven, and it's just not." HaU
noted that the chnic was, at one time, down to $12.00,

"not including money we owed everybody."

But they got contributions-not from heaven-but from

donations at rock concerts, grants and spontaneous contri-

butions. One recent addition was a $10,000 drug education

grant from the Jr. League of Women and a $3,000 grant

from the Lutheran Social Services.

But perhaps the most important aspect of the clinic was

summed up by Dr. Winicoff: "It is an experiment that is

working. It can serve as a model everywhere."

-marilyn alva
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"Pow-wer to the people— Right on"

The phrase, now the major portion of a

new John Lennon song, is getting a little

camp and much overused. After all, when
Nixon comes out and says we need to return

"power to the people" it must be losing

significance. Nonetheless it still works well to

describe the "radical" new program of reform

instituted by Chancellor Bishop this year.

In his progress report on the state of the

University Bishop emphasized his three major

objectives: to adopt a participatory adminis-

tration, stressing contributions by students,

faculty and staff; to develop new vehicles and

systems for our collective ambitions; and to

alter the physical environment of the campus.

To support these objectives Bishop pointed

out some accomplishments of his administra-

tion: four student interns appointed to cut

red tape and facilitate better communications;

advisory councils for undergraduates, gradu-

ates, faculty and staff; a new ruling to keep

records, transcripts, files and grades confiden-

tial; guaranteed due process in disciplinary

hearings; disclosure of all research conducted

by the University and the adoption of a

human relations program.

The programs and accomplishments sound

terribly impressive and lead us to believe—

hope—that we are reaching a renaissance

after the stagnant Elkins era. Actually there is

some doubt. Four student interns are

insufficient to make any major breaks-

through. The advisory councils can do just

what their title suggests, give advice. They

have no real power. The University is an

educator, not a detective bureau, and

information on students should always have

been confidential. Due process is a basic right

guaranteed by our system of government. All

research should be public but we have no way

of knowing about secret research until it is

exposed. Besides, it does little good to know
about it if the University insists on continuing

objectionable projects. As for human rela-

tions, a part-time director is ridiculous.

Racism is still alive and well at the University

of Maryland.

Bishop has not been here a long time and

his proposals have apparent merit. They
deserve a chance to be implemented. But so

far they are just tokens and, as such, deserve

only curious speculation. We are waiting—now
but not forever.

The most sweeping system of reforms is

being proposed by the Day committee in its

report on the restructuring of the University.

The committee is charged with making

"forward-looking and realistic" improvements

in areas from altering or eliminating the Board

of Regents to reviewing administrators to

proposing grading changes. Its suggestions are

impressively vast and many are desperately

needed. It will be interesting to observe which

parts receive support and encouragement

from the administration. The concept of

periodically reviewing the contracts of top

administrators is fantastic, provided the



reviewing board is representative of this

campus (sizable student membership). It v/ill

be equally interesting to see if Bishop will

support any proposal that will give students

review powers over the administration.

The University and Bishop have a tremen-

dous opportunity to take this campus from its

back seat conservatism to a position of

leadership among progressive educators. In-

stead of establishing a structure to bring the

University up to date (no mean feat in itself),

we have a chance to develop a better system.

Otherwise we will be behind again before

these changes become reality. To be a model

for others to follow would be an unique

experience for our bureaucracy.

More specific and immediately pressing are

the reforms dealing with dorm autonomy,

ROTC and facilities usage. The dorms have

demanded a complete end to the University's

idiotic role of parent. They want the power

that accompanies the responsibility they are

expected to exhibit. They want to be

self-governing. Bishop has deserted the resi-

dents by delaying the report with red tape

and no enthusiasm. The regents responded as

expected by saying it "is the height of

arrogance to request that we drop everything

and act on this. ..It's outrageous that you

should demand this." It is outrageous that we

shouldn't.

"ROTC off campus" is a popular cry but

off campus means away from civilian

influence and that is a poor risk. The

committee report recommending a civilian

controlled and staffed ROTC program is

good. It must be supervised closely—very

closely. If we can't eliminate ROTC we must

control it.

The facilities proposal is useless. The main

problem is lack of availability to students

because they have no voice in deciding space

allocation. The proposal gives them three of

twelve members on the deciding board: A
token farce.

The mutitude of reports and proposals

show that work is being done. Bishop's

administration is not idle. What it does not

show is the sincerity of this administration's

efforts toward helping to increase student

authority. For each proposal that implies a

greater role for students there seems to be an

example of students being deceived or

oppressed. In replying to criticism on the

new rules and regulations, regent Kaplan

stated, "There has been no greater evidence of

democracy than that in adopting these rules."

What democracy is exemplified by the right

to make changes in a repressive document

that we had no say in forming and no desire

in adopting?

We note a more significant regulation that

has been adopted with the aid of a lot of

"pushing and shoving" from Bishop, namely

the freedom to paint dorm rooms according

to individual taste. According to individual

taste so long as: written permission is

obtained, a $5 administrative fee is paid (to

cover the cost of the required permission),

another fee is paid for non-returnable

materials, the job meets physical plant

inspection, and the paint is issued by physical

plant (to guard against any wild creative

colors). And unless the walls are painted a

solid, approved color, a $50 deposit is

required and the room must be repainted

upon leaving. This enables everyone to paint

his room according to taste—so long as he has

plenty of money, doesn't mind repainting

everything to meet approval and isn't too

creative. Some freedom.

The latter is a minor point, the former a

significant betrayal. Surely this is not what we
are to expect from an administration that says

it wants to combine input from students,

faculty and staff into a participatory adminis-

tration

These programs and others that follow, can

live up to Bishop's promises only if students

are a major part of the deciding as well as

recommending bodies. Otherwise this semes-

ter's work will become nothing more than a

lot of token efforts and camp, overused

rhetoric.

-us
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A dramatization, the truth ....

"Advance, advance... STOP... improper authoriza-

tion, return to your original places.

"Advance, advance... wait here for proper

validations. Shuffle, shuffle, shuffle, zombied faces

looking for their places. Controlled by the most
omnipotent UNI.

"Gotoyouradvisergotoyourdeanfindyourtranscript

getthestamp"

You find the "right" line, but get to switch in

time. Fight the others and settle for less, settle for

anything to get you out. THEY ask, "Why do you act

as if UNI makes the decisions? UNI offers you many
options," but you must take what UNI gives you.

The light ahead turns green. AS PACE has

opened up. Hurry up, you damned students, move up

in the line so I can get in too. I might make a decision

before UNI sees me. Hurry up... hurry...

"STOP."



^.





The truth, a dramatization....

Morris wa.s an average student, but his

iucic had been above average. Freshman year,

the job had been done for him. Somehow he

did end up with five 8 a.m. classes. But hell,

he was easily satisfied and anyway who
really worried about sleep? High school had

always started early. Being a commuter did

make it a little tougher though, since he

lived a half-hour from campus.

Second semester, Morris moved on cam-

pus to avoid the early morning rush, the no
parking signs, and to catch up on his sleep.

He was lucky again. He registered Monday at

8:45 a.m. and managed to get almost

everything he wanted. Sam, across the hall,

spent the whole first week of classes running

around like he was crazy trying to

"drop/add." (Note; Last semester there were

over 26,000 separate transactions involving

dropping or adding, according to the regis-

i
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trar, compared with 31,000 the semester

before.)

Sam was having a hard time, mainly

because he is a junior and registered Thurs-

day and doesn't need any big lecture-hall

classes anymore.
Sam idealistically tried to fulfill his junior

requirements in his junior year. But a couple

of extra electives will slow him up. If his

courses are offered he may catch up in

summer school, but Uncle Sam lurks behind

that kind of thing.

Morris finally ran out of luck last semes-

ter. Everything was fine until he walked into

Cole student activities building and couldn't

find his packet. Panic, hysteria set in. How
could anyone lose a second-year student?

"Are you sure you have been a student

here before?"

"Well, I ought to know, if anybody does."

Morris got a new packet after an hour and

hurried to his adviser. This adviser had been

blindly assigned for the first time since

Morris switched colleges.

"Let me check the closed section list.

Well, well, everything's closed. That's just a

joke Mr. Ummm, hah, hah. Really, as far as 1

can tell, the new college requirements as of

July, 1968. ..wait, here's a change for 1970...

anyway, I guess this is the new revised

requirement sheet." Morris' skin begins to

crawl as he decides to take the only courses

open—three science courses and a math class.

His adviser also determines, "Sorry-you-

cannot-take-an-art-elective-because-classes-

are-already-full-from-art-preregistration,"

and Morris drives home because he has

wasted four hours proving his existence and

preparing to register.

Once he has the dean's stamp (waiting

time, 15 minutes) the next morning, he can

finally walk to the armory. There, he soon

realizes the first courses he chose in his

adviser's office have since closed, so he calls

his man on the little black hotline and

desperately tries to be brave about the whole

thing.

"Stay calm and look around."

Three hours of juggling, dropping and

sinking to the floor time after time to

readjust the course sheets the registrar so

thoughtfully included in the registration

booklet and Morris just can't bear it any-

more. His mind fogs and his eye focuses

down the pages of the schedule book,

looking for anything, TUTH 3-5, or MWF
4-6. He adjusts his schedule and stammers
over the telephone to his department that "I

can't find anything except ANYThing TUTH
3-5."

"Take it!" shouts the dean. "Take it!"

shouts the department adviser.

"I'll take it," chokes the robot, absurdly

thinking he can drop it for something else

later, not realizing he'll have to draw straws

with five other people for the open space

and not realizing he'll lose. He stumbles

past...

• the cashier-"You owe us for not

cleaning your Baltimore hall dorm room."
(Can't fight it;just pay it.)

• the dining hall photographer-"Why do
you suppose people always say the IDs look

like the students are being tortured? Smile

please."

• the student census— "Did you come to

the University because of the large campus
or because of the choice of professors?"

• the athletic validation-"No, we can't

tell you if you'll get a seat at every game,

but you'll have a chance like everybody

else."

• and finally, into the light.

Struggling to clear his mind and studying

his schedule as amended, Morris numbly
establishes that he can never keep up with

the heavy reading load and lab work of the

five courses he has "chosen." Dazed, he

fights the desire to return to the armory and

try to reregister. He has heard that the

University has a policy of closing and

opening courses each day, but he is tired of

fighting the behemoth and he has not eaten

and he really doesn't care anymore.

-Sandra fleishman
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Mmi A little over 55 years ago a military barracks was
erected about 300 yards from Morrill hall. Military
students lived in it. Its name was Calvert hall and
people, not military students, are still living in it. The
32,000 people who go to the University live a lot of
other places, too. They call them dorms, apartments,
houses and trailers now, not barracks. Students live in
them from Baltimore to Charles County. And they
leave them practically every day for classes and other
things at the University.

The most obvious homes are the dorms—at least,

everyone sees them. They surround everything and
they're taller than even the chapel tower and the
flagpoles. They stretch for almost a mile and a half
across an old suburban town next to Route 1 , north
of Washington, D.C. A mile and a half from tired,

mass-produced trailers sitting this side of the railroad
tracks, to box-shaped, still slightly shiny Easton hall

teetering on the edge of University Boulevard and the
golf course.

Forty-nine men live in 30 rooms in tiny Talbot
hall. About 600 women live on the nine high rise

floors of La Plata. There are aU kinds and sizes of
dorms and they all seem different, yet somehow the
same. Annapolis hall has rooms that are a foot and a

half higher than they are wide. Talented residents

used to put second floors in their rooms until the
housing office found out. Calvert hall has rooms
within rooms. You walk through your friend/enemy's
room to get to your bed. (It must be a holdover from
the military days.)

Anne Arundel has a bell tower you can go up and
look out of, if a housing staffer goes along. The
complexes don't have any strange things. They're all

just pretty much alike-and bigger.

Living in a dorm can be pretty easy. It can also be
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hard. It's easy because you always have a bed and the

citizens of the state have provided small enough

rooms that it doesn't take much to clean them—if

you want to. The dining halls are always there, open

eight hours a day. The food is not too great -it's not

even close-but it's always there and you can have all

you want, if you want. You can walk to things and it

still takes you less time than three-fourths of the

people who left a half hour early to get^ a parking

space for the basketball game.

But your roommate smokes two packs a day or

brings in strange looking people who kick you out

and do funny things in your room, or has a friend

whom he insists on spending night after night with,

alone. Everyone else seems to be a complete ass when

all you want to do is pass an hourly or sleep. There's

the freshman who's learning to drink and can't keep

it down long enough to get to the right place in the

bathroom. There are the dozen others who have

learned but act like idiots when they've proved it and

are working it off. There are the mandatory dorm

meetings that hardly ever attract a quorum but still

stimulate the dorm president to talk for 45 minutes

about quiet hours.

There are the unhappy and insecure people who

write you up for violating parietal hours when even

the resident assistant wouldn't do it. There are the

dorm mixers where 1 5 of the bravest people from the

closest opposite sex dorm come over to drink your

beer, eat your pretzels and potato chips, and leave at

10:30. There are the broken elevators and endless

flights of stairs and fire drills where you have to go

out and stand in the snow for 10 minutes in

something hardly warm enough for the lobby. There

are the plumbing systems with showers that turn to

molten lava when someone downstairs flushes the

toilet.

Because the state is getting a little ashamed of the

bad things, five of the most decrepit hill dorms are

going to get a million dollars worth of overhaul this

summer-new plumbing, wiring and other things.

Calvert hall is going to be a little less like a barracks

after 55 years.
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The trailers are different. Mobile homes, they used

to be mobile, where eight people can live. There's no

hall outside where people can run up and down.

You're alone with the other three people in your half

of the trailer, sharing a wall with the four people on

the other side. Since the four people on the other side

are not the same sex, you share more than the wall.

When the weather's bad you meet inside. When the

weather's good the fire lanes outside are turned into

living rooms. Most of what happens, happens outside

because there isn't enough room inside.

There are three httle rooms inside-a bathroom and
two cubicles for sleeping. Somehow they fit two
beds, two desks, a closet and two chests of drawers

in each one.

It's a long walk past Fraternity Row, Rt. 1 and the

grass to class. It's a long walk back, too, but there are

people to talk to and it seems worth it. The trailers

have their own dining hall. It's half the size of a

complex dining hall and cozier. They let people study

there, too.

Even though the people in the trailers don't

complain much—they kind of like it -University

administrators and regents are even more ashamed of

the mobile units. They're so ashamed, they will take

the ultimate step this summer-tear them down. Ten
years of "mobile" life will come to an end. They'll be

replaced by prefab modular units that take 60 days to

put up and last 30 years. Four or five people will live

together in an apartment-like arrangement instead of

half a box.

TMiuas

Steve budman
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Most of the greeks live down there too, across Rt.

1. Some on campus and some off. A lot of the houses
sit around the lacrosse field that sits inside Fraternity
Row. These houses look the same; they're well
defined, they look hke the rest of the University.
Some sit practically everywhere else. They're

scattered to the south and east, from the gulch to
residential College Park. Most are converted houses,
non-greek houses, some were built by affluent greeks
and especially designed for greek living.

Sorority houses: Very nice inside, quiet and well
done. They put most women's dorms to shame. Quiet
women inside, studying, talking. They're harder to
compare to the homologs in the women's dorms.
Most know where they're going, though. Fraternity
houses: Not so quiet inside, sometimes neat, well
worn from frequent and sometimes frantic use. Hard
to compare the residents to the ones in men's dorms.
They dress a lot different, these days. You can't tell

them from the masses just by looks, usually.
Although the quarters don't look a lot different,

from the hill anyway, the people act different.'
They're hving there for a reason. They know each
other better, make an effort to like the guy next
door, do things together on weekends.

Things change at the beginning of each semester.
The house shapes up because people, new people who
might live there someday, are coming. A good
impression is important. Brothers are trying to make
one every night for what seems Uke months. It's just a
week or two, though.

There are fewer rules in greek domain, the men
don't have resident assistants or graduate residents.
The food doesn't come out of a container shipped
from Baltimore and the eggs aren't powdered.

It's usually a long walk to the University and back,
and despite the comforts at the house it's still a
necessary walk. And when you get back, there are
more smiling faces and it's more secure. You and
your brothers or sisters living in the house-all with
the same greek letters.

Steve budnnan
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The other places where students live are harder to

pinpoint. But most of them live there. Houses with
parents, apartments with friends, houses with friends

and even apartments with parents. The commuters
live everywhere. And because they live all over they
are one of the University's few links with the outside.

They make it clearer that, after all, the University is

not sitting alone on a hill.

One of the most memorable parts of living off

campus has nothing to do with the living quarters. It's

driving. Driving X number of miles to the University

in the morning, driving the same number home in the
afternoon. Driving the same number of miles every

day, threading, cursing and sweating your way
through thousands of other cars, trucks and
motorcycles and never making it fast enough.

When you get there, home can be any number of

things-a plush split-level kept neat by a maid or a

housewife with little else to do, a house with bizarre

but neat decor, a bare efficiency with little more than
a bed, or a dump caused by people with little talent

or inclination for cleaning up.

It's very quiet. Unless the place is your own and
people gather there on Saturday nights. It's very easy
to study, if you want to. It's so easy that it's kind of

depressing and sometimes there's so little to do that

you find yourself studying for a test—without really

realizing it.

Money always seems to be a problem. Rent, the

stupid car you had to buy to get to classes,

utiUties-sometimes there's hardly enough left for

food. Most people can learn to get by on one meal a

day, for a while. Nothing moves unless you move it

and if your roommates are messy and don't move
things, the place gets hard to live in. You manage,
then one day you decide to clean it all up. It's a mess
again in three days.

When parents are around there are also little

brothers and sisters, explanations for things you
should have stopped explaining years ago, and
security that makes you sick sometimes. When
vacation comes you want to leave. You're not used to

it though and it's a step, and you have to find people

to go with, anyway.
You swear you'll move out one day.

You get by, no matter who you live with. Parents,

friends, e.x-friends-it's only for four or five years.

But for those years, or nine months out of those

years, wherever you live, it's a place to eat, study,

have fun or get by. It's home.

-chad neighbor
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photographed by josh wilkenfeld

Big, cavernous and empty. The
building that put the University on

the map; the biggest university

student activities building on the

East Coast and it's empty. Students

screaming they want to use it for

concerts and the athletic depart-

ment screaming back that there is

no way to squeeze concerts into the

crowded schedule and it's empty.

Cole student activities building-

like an airplane hangar for an

SST—a fabulous building, really,

with so much extra space it almost

seems wasteful. Almost everyone

who has ever been in it wonders aj

some point how anyone could evi

walk on that thin catwalk across

the center of the ceiling, or how
anyone could possibly steal the

gigantic American flag that

disappears every once in a while.

It was completed in 1955 at
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cost of $4,500,000 and for close to

15 years students footed the bill

for the arena, situated almost

symbolically at the top of Campus
Drive between the education build-

ing and the athletic department's

stadium. Since that time, there have

been constant squabbles about who
can or cannot use the building at

what time. Physical education clas-

ses play badminton, lift weights and

run laps around its perimeter every

day, but they use barely one one-

hundredth of the building. When
large lecture classes have tests, they

seat people every other row, three

seats apart, and still only manage to

fill about two-thirds of the stands.

Everything about the structure is

huge, a vaguely comforting fact

when you're all alone there. It's like

another world-a peaceful place

when nothing is going on-with its

own quiet. People argue vehement-

ly, secure in the vastness, the

cavernousness of the building.
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Others sit in solitude, surrounded

by hundreds on hundreds of seats,

utterly alone, sobbing quietly in the

emptiness.

Oh, the building has its moments

(about 20 a year): 14,000 can cram

into it—and do, sometimes-for a

basketball game or a concert; 8,000

used it for a strike meeting during

last year's campus disorders. At

those times it is anything but

quiet—screaming, cheering, ap-

plauding, with vendors shouting

about their peanuts and cokes. But

the place comes back to rest a few

hours later, a little dirtier perhaps,

and with another set of initials

carved into the back of one of the

seats, but peaceful.. .quiet. ..empty.

Empty.

-bob mondello
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You stand in line for what seems a lifetime and a

half as the oppressive warmth of the crowd chases

away any chill that might be in the night air until, an

hour beyond the appointed time, the front doors

swing open and the crowd jostles along into the

bowels of Ritchie/Cole. You clutch at the hand of

your friend and surrender your ticket to the man at

the door. And then you are in. Stumbling and

tripping-to Hell with the reserved seats-a mad dash

takes you as close to the stage as possible, to claim a

section of ihe bench or stake out a square of the floor

and then sit and wait some more.

The jugs of Ripple and Boone's Farm are passed

around and the fumes from oh-so-many illegal

cigarettes diffuse the brightness of the house lights as

the sickly sweet, familiar odor drifts through the air.

Away up on the stage a crew of tiny figures, who

vaguely seem to know what they're doing, mill

around preparing equipment and snaking coils of

cable across the floor. Little communal groups grow

up on the floor and the guy behind you whose boot

toe is sticking in your backbone becomes a friend for

the night. He apologizes but he's just so cramped up

that he can't help kicking you but here, try some of

this, he says, because it makes everything so-o-o much

better.

And finally, after the crowd has been shoehorned

into every last impossible inch of floor space and the

heat has begun to rise to an insufferable limit, the

house lights dim and the spots shine down on the

announcer, way off through the haze on the stage,

who declares that here They are, ladies and

gentlemen. The Ones you've been waiting for and

They walk out onto the stage and plug in their guitars

and strum a chord of ecstasy.

Music is an elixir of the gods; it can soothe and it

can rouse. Members of the audience writhe and wave

and dance about and scream and stomp and clap to

the whimsey of the musician magicians.

Sha Na Na loaded 5,000 stomping, clapping people

into a rousing good time machine at Ritchie last fall

and transported them back to the early early days of

rock and the sounds of Dionne and Frankie and Elvis

and Bill Haley et al. And Al Kooper visited the

armory. The white-eyed blues, they were good and

sad and lifting all at once. Grand Funk railroaded

Cole into a rough-hewn nirvana of sound and

remember-what-else outside. In the winter came the

haunting strains and melodies of Laura Nyro,

caressing the keyboard with care. Steppenwolf in the

spring, and a crowded concert and there's trouble at

the door.

Steve budman
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one fonn or another since the days of BUI Haley and
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The day Leonard Jankowski took over as

captain of the campus police force, Skinner blew

up in his face. After the yelling and screaming

died down, they told him he could relax because

this sort of thing came along once in a million

years. Then Dick Nixon made his little excursion

down Cambodia way, and spring crazies got into

the students, and after the gas finally cleared,

Leonard Jankowski got to know what it's like

here on an ail-American campus—and it isn't

anything like Vietnam, where he had served as

an officer.

All the time he was there he had never been

injured, then he came here and got mixed up in

this den of radicals, anarchists and freaks. At the

Grand Funk concert last November he got cut in

the hand by flying glass and received several

stitches. At the Steppenwolf concert he got

smashed in the face by a brick and looked funny

for a week before the swelling went down.
The force frequently finds itself outmaneu-

vered and outnumbered at campus disturbances,

ranging from the size of Steppenwolf, where

county police were called in, to last May, when
it took the National Guard to clear Rt. 1

.

When they're not doing their best to hang

onto the tail of a blossoming campus blow-up,

they have a lot of other things to keep them
busy. The force, whose officers are trained by

the Prince Georges County poUce academy,
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works at solving crimes ranging from trespass to

grand larceny and, of course, parking violations.

Jankowski sees the force performing the same
function as the police department in any other

50,000-person city. Many students base their

opinion of campus police on the basis of their

ticket-giving notoriety, but Jankowski is quick

to point out that "Ticketing is primarily done
by a student traffic patrol" because "we've got

more important things to do.

"We've got quite a few students who are full

poUce officers. We hire a younger man from 21

to 31. He's got to be in top physical condition

and have a clean record. The average educational

level in the department is one year of college."

Jankowski is proud of his force-under-

standably so considering its model facilities and

organization. It now numbers 51 officers,

although it has a ceiling of 53 men. Twelve new
positions will be authorized on July 1 when
budgets for the University become effective. Of
course, a maximum of 65 men isn't going to

make much difference to a crowd numbering in

the thousands, and Jankowski's department will

still have to rely on outside force for many of

those little embarrassments that seem to keep

poppmg up.

But most students seem to feel that if any law

enforcement department should be used in

campus disturbances it should be the campus
police, due to their close association with

students and the fact that students themselves

are represented on the force.

Jankowski's department is one of the most
progressive in the area, with modern communi-
cations, investigative and vehicle equipment. The
crime rate at the University is low, compared to

the surrounding area, although commuters
always seem to be losing their tape players and

hub caps.

The University community sees and hears

relatively little of its policemen except that

they're always riding around in cars and they'll

stop someone for running a stop sign. And that's

probably the way a good police force should

be— not omnipresent and poking its nose around

and feared by the community it's designed to

protect, but subtle, restrained; there, but not

obviously so.

"Protection, courtesy and service, that's our

motto."
--joe densford
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Do any good guys drive black cars? Well, one of

the University's friendliest, quietest, least criticized

administrators, Jerrold L. Witsil, does.

Witsil is this campus's chief of police, a title which
in administration jargon translates to superintendent

of public safety and security. The lanky, 31 -year-old

came here in August 1 969 from the security

department of Florida State University where he

worked full-time while earning a BS in criminology.

While a nationwide storm rages over the use and
methods of law enforcement, this mild-mannered
leader of a 51 -man poUce force has escaped being the

target of any major controversy. "To be criticized,

you have to give cause," he says in explaining why he

believes he has so far successfully weathered the

storm. "No one is immune from criticism, but I have

the feeling that from the department's professionaliz-

ing its own image, we have eliminated a lot of reasons

and causes for criticism."

Perhaps he is right. The man himself responds in

such a way. Take, for instance, the current

controversy over disturbances and the future of rock
concerts. Witsil, who was a deputy sheriff in Florida's

Orange County for five years, maintains, "We would
be better off for functions on this campus to have

crowds controlled by the student body rather than by
uniformed officers." He is so "all for" this idea that

he headed an ad hoc committee of students and
faculty working for implementation of the concept.

When law enforcement is necessary on campus,
Witsil believes, 'The University police should be used

officers are called in. We would prefer to have only

our people who understand the community and the

inherent problems that can exist." He claims that in

most cases, "we tend not to overreact." Yet some
members of the community question whether the

campus police react at all. Witsil denies the charge,

maintaining that "crime statistics prove they do

react." He cites the case of a stabbing on campus to

which, he says, pohce responded in three minutes.

The amiable police chief takes pride in "profession-

alizing the department for the benefit of the

University through upgrading and revision in the areas

of training, employment, wages and equipment." He

especially believes "a police officer on a college

campus must have two important qualifications:

education and an age in the general scope of the level

of the community being served." But professional-

ization of the campus force is far from the only

reason this man has eluded major criticism or

controversy.

Witsil believes in a low profile of police use, which

has proven a partial solution to unnecessary,

potentially tragic clashes between the public and the

people who are paid to protect it.

Because of the way he has led and organized the

campus police, perhaps even the most disgruntled,

vehement cop-hater on campus may come to feel

about our local force the way its chief, Witsil, feels

about any day of his life and job: "There's always

some good in every day."
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About 9,000 people are moved to get things

done, sleep, eat and get mobbed every day in the

University's student union. And when the last

door swings shut every night, sometimes under

protest from a disgruntled revolutionary or busy

committee member, thousands of tiny bits of

history, committed in earnest, by habit or because

there was nothing else to do, are history.

It's much the same every day. The weather

outside, the number of exams to worry about, the

talk of sports and the groups crusading outside

change, but not much else. Whether it's October

and balmy, frozen in December, bright and cold in

March, or May and hotter than hell, the frenzied

rush, the friendly meetings and the restless

between-class naps go on, constantly.

In front, the ground and sidewalks are torn up,

the pipes exposed with stagnant water that's been

there since it rained. It stands out, is impossible to

ignore. Construction, enlargement, improvement,

modification-sore and ugly for the future. Fifty

people are sitting in the sun, on benches and the

steps. A fiddle player calls attention to one cause

or another. DRUM, Angel Flight, Krishna

disciples, the cycle club and a hundred others. A
black kid sits under a red, white and black poster

advertising the eastern college judo championships

at Howard University. A few purple and green

posters are on the columns and doors but mostly

there are scars from hundreds of posters tacked,

taped up and torn down. The radical posters go

first, the beer blasts last.

The three double doors at the front entrance

don't close much. The portable daily directory sits

in the lobby, dusty and worn from a thousand

days and more events. The box office is usually

busy, sometimes swamped. On the other side is the

unmarked door to the Black Student Union office.

Serious, often unsmiling black students file in and

out, busy with the planning white eyes never see.

They have a lot to do.

There's the smoke shop-where you still can't

get a Playboy but panty hose and hot rod cartoons

are for sale. Two citizenship plaques hang

forgotten on the foyer outside the bookstore. The

names of the best citizens since the '20s are

engraved in dirty bronze. No awards for the war

years though—the citizens were fighting. You can

see Francis Food Freeney was most outstanding

women's citizen in 1928. Space for the women's

awards runs out in 1984.

In the crowded, uprooted bookstore, student

buy a few books. Books are piled almost to thi

ceiling in places even though it's a big room-

waiting for the construction to end, and room.

The time for classes to change comes and peopl

come and go even faster and the three doors neve

close. Upstairs drowsy students pick up their

books and leave a couch or study desk for class.

The places aren't empty for long as commuters

coming from a lecture find a place to wait for the

next one. In a few minutes there are less people

and it seems like people are smiling and taking

their time again.
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and full. The food is not too good but there's a

lot.

On the edge of the construction there are

bulletin boards-for rides, jobs, apartments,

anything valuable. The unnoticed place where an

unwanted staircase collapsed and hurt two workers

is there. There is no sign of the sirens that were

heard everywhere. Further down is the bowling

alley where unwilling coeds work off PE credits. In

the back of the union, around the side where few

people go and some have never seen is the room
where SGA legislature meets. It's symbolic.

The student union stays busy. But there's

something in the union—busy people who are tired

and ready for anything, vitality -the University in

miniature. It's reassuring to know it will always be

there.

Later the doors will close and the people will

leave and it will be quiet. But not for long.

-chad neighbor
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An American tragedy.

Om.
Sure I remember Rod Serling. He used to

write the Twiliglit Zone. I never missed it.

Wow, there were so many good ones. Like

the one about the man who went to Las

Vegas and got gambUng fever, and died

jumping out his hotel window after a slot

machine chased him around the room.

Om.
And I am the King of May, which is the

power of sexual youth.

Cheez, he's taking off^ his shirt. God,

Allen Ginsberg is hairy. He wears green

undershirts. You know, he looks like that

guy in DRUM.
I don't think I've ever seen the ballroom

so crowded. It's getting hot as hell in here,

too.

Mort Sahl. Mort Sahl. Let me see, oh,

yeah, he was big during the Kennedy years.

Topical humor. I don't know what

happened to him after that. Went nuts, I

think.

Of course Allen Ginsberg smokes pot.

Hell, he's done everything. Mesc, acid, he's

the head's literary answer to Leary and

psychedelic rock.

Om.
Why are they having Serling in the

physics lecture hall instead of the ball-

room? So few people will find it. And
tonight's the first basketball game of the

season, too. I guess there won't be much of

a crowd.

Buckley's supposed to speak at 8, isn't

he? Well, I got here at 7 and I can hardly

get into the lobby near the ballroom, let

alone the damn room itself. Don't worry,

they're piping it into rooms all over the

Union. So what if you don't see the guy?

You'd think someone would show up for

Myrlie Evers. After all, she is the widow of

one of America's civil rights leaders. And
she is a Congressional candidate. 7:30. Oh,

Christ, she's supposed to speak. We haven't

even filled four rows. Think we have 50?

60? God.

Om.
The hairy man used a concertina. Om,

went the audience. And I am the King of

May, which is long hair of Adam and the

beard of my Body.

"If I had the prescription, I'd be in

Congress." Serling looked about the same

as he did when he would whisper-talk,

"This is ....The Twilight Zunn..." to us

little kids every Friday night.

The mouth is the thing that all the

Buckleys have in common. That two-teeth

smile, looking very boyish. "The week

before Reagan came to Yale, Dean Rusk

spoke in New York. Students obstructed

his entrance to the hall where he was to

speak, and when he did speak, commotion

resulted."

Om. People were smoking pot.

"So I picked her up, and no sooner did

we get in the car did she pull out the

zig-zag papers, and I said, wait a minute

honey."

Just where did Mort Sahl come from

anyway? He's not that old. He's a

handsome man, I guess. Someone must like

him, he sure has packed this place. The last

time I saw so many people in the ballroom

was when they threw marshmallows at

Governor Mandel.

Wait a minute. Bernadette Devlin came,

too.

"We have a situation where CathoUcs

and working class Protestants cannot afford

to live. It's not that they can't agree."

She was little, kind of round, somewhat

husky, but physically attractive. Her hands

rose evangelically and her eyes instantly

captured the room. "President Nixon is

guilty for murder for the 50,000 lives he

has sent to Vietnam since December. But
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President Nixon is not black and President

Nixon is not Communist. Therefore hie will

never have to stand before a court of law."

Serling was slight, his black hair grayer

than we remembered it on the Twilight

Zone. That dramatic, wispy-ish voice still

came through. "Men don't die of darkness.

It is the frost that kills."

And Buckley had watery blue eyes, and

the stare of a visionary, although we knew

that stare well; television had taught him

many things. "America had always taken

its idealism literally."

And Mort Sahl said he was getting

married, but did not say to whom. And no

one asked. And his hnes weren't that

funny, but the guy sure as hell knew how
to do satire, and boy, was he good.

Om.
Ginsberg was getting hot, because the

ballroom was really packed. So he read

Songs of Innocence and he read other

works.

And he said Om.
And the crowd said Om.
And after the speech, the crowd went

Om. And went to sleep.

-david lightman



Mmm\ Joe Barillari digs the hell out of living.

Whether he's teaching huge-lecture History 41,
or taking pictures, or rapping over a drink, or
walking in the woods, or bustling around catching
up with people he hasn't seen in a few weeks or a

few hours, Joe Barillari digs it.

After five years at the University, he has been
fired by the history department. It's unfortunate.

Few people enjoy teaching the way Joe does and
few do it so well.

Joe makes you smile. In class, he takes a few
minutes to discuss what's on his mind-a new
movie or the front page. More than likely, he will

make you think but he will also make you laugh.

His lectures are thoroughly enjoyable and a

testimony to that is consistent standing room only
in room 6 of Francis Scott Key hall-no mean feat.

And he never hesitates to make a connection
between then and now-if there's a relevant point

to be made. He approaches his subject with a

healthy skepticism. History, he says, is important
if it can help people wade through the bullshit.

Out of class you hear ten-minute stream of

consciousness answers to simple questions that

boggle the mind. Joe is one of the rare beings who
can speak articulately for hours and never be

boring.
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What motivates him? Phenomenal amounts of
energy, some of which has been spent on
photography, most of which has been focused on
his research (Hear that, history department?). The
happiest time of his life, he said, was five weeks
spent in London, living in a hole-in-the-wall doing
original research. Some of the time he spent
reading, other time talking and visiting and getting
to know people. ..and buying books. His office
overflows with books and looks Uke the Mongolian
hordes descended, had a fistfight that became a
brawl and departed leaving no semblance of order.

Photography is important -he believes in it as a
creative medium. And he is a cook. "I do peasant
things, spaghetti...." It's just as well because, at age
31, except for a brief stint as a married man, he's
been more or less on his own.
From his shaggy beard and scruffly appearance,

an easy initial assumption for classifiers is that Joe
is a raving-radical-leftwing-hippie-commie.... Not
so. Although his politics are leftish, he has a
"conservative's respect for the law" and drives a
Mercedes. He likes Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin,
but "Bach and Mozart help keep me sane." If

deprived of poetry, he'd miss Milton most.
The University has been a pleasant place for him

up until the end. He made friends and was, in his
own estimation and according to many former
students, a successful teacher. It's not so obvious
in the big classes (like History 41 and 54) as it is in

the small ones (like History 199 and summer
school) that he impresses students with an
emphasis on scholarship. Joe doesn't keep many
letters of praise from former students-he's
embarrassed-but they are a measure of his

success.

When he teaches small classes and does his own
grading, A's are hard to come by, B's fairly

common. But if a student hands in a horrible
paper and complains about the grade, Joe feels

obliged to say, "It sucked." D, he says, is a
dishonest grade -either work is satisfactory or
unsatisfactory-and people can usually accept an F
before they can understand a D. If students think
they're putting something over on him with sob
stories, they're wrong. Joe says you can't blame
students for trying to get a degree any way they
can. Society forces everyone to have one and puts
a price on it. "They'll find out it's bullshit

anyway."
His honesty is overwhelming. It's impossible to

imagine him lying and it's impossible to imagine
lying to him. "Am I boring you?" he asks
periodically. Of course not, you reply, knowing
well that if he were really boring, he'd be hurt if

you didn't say so.

What now? Not teaching forever-"! don't want
to be a Mr. Chips." He can't see being a grand old
man with a white beard. He's applied for a job as

an aerial photographer and is looking for other
academic work. He sold his first professional

photography job in several years in early April,

which made him exuberantly happy. He's writing a

mystery and a picture book of his favorite

things....

He's not bitter about leaving-a friend of his

told him, "Joe, you're too big for that." True.

To his friends, Joe Barillari radiates "I love

you;'^to all the schmucks, he says, "Fuck you."
But he pauses and says philosophically, "Schmuck-
dom is its own reward."

-susan gainen
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It's boring. Comfortable maybe, but boring. Oh,

there's always eating. When faculty and students

are experimenting with diets, eating can even be

sort of interesting. And the breeding experiments

aren't half bad sometimes. The accommodations

are better than average-the community is pretty

enlightened really-and the hours are no worse

than those of an industrious freshman. There is

some excitement every once in a while, but of a

disgusting sort. Last year some pervert came in and

mutiliated the body of a sheep and left it to bleed

to death. But for the most part, the peeling

whitewashed fences keep out the curious and the

malicious and the place stays pretty peaceful, with

nothing much to do but watdh the paint peel on

the fences and the cars driving by. Restful, calm,

without the pressures and insanities of the world

outside.. .but boring. , . , „
--bob mondello
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If you belong to the trail club it's hard to tell where

you might be found at nine or ten o'clock on a Saturday

morning. Before the average University student has even

thought of getting out of bed, the average trail club

member is liable to be canoeing down a river in central

Pennsylvania, climbing a mountain in western Maryland,

squeezing through a cave near Harper's Ferry or taking a

9.5 mile hike through a national park in West Virginia.

Often you have a choice. Trail club excursions include,

among others, caving, canoeing, climbing, hiking,

backpacking, camping, cycling and skiing. And all of

these activities are, according to the official manual,

"cheap, coed and frequent," the biggest expense often

being the gas it takes to get there.

For the oldest autonomous chartered club on campus

(excluding the fraternities and sororities), the trail club

manages to remain surprisingly informal. For two

dollars a year-one dollar a semester in cases where

paying the full sum at once presents a problem-you

become a full-fledged member, eligible to go on any

expedition you feel competent to handle. You are also

given access to the club's extensive map files and

equipment stockpile kept in their student union office.

What actually possesses these stalwart few who

valiantly drag themselves out of bed at ungodly hours of

the weekend in order to climb a mountain or shoot

some rapids in a canoe? Is it the exercise? The

sightseeing? The danger?

"The exercise nobody thinks about; when you've

climbed enough mountains or walked enough miles it
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just comes," notes trail club president Mike (Druid)

Krepner. "People here at the University are looking for

an escape, a chance to get their noses out of the books
for awhile and to get away from the dorms. For some of
the older members though, it's almost a way of life."

This is obviously no exaggeration. While the vast

majority of the club members are rank amateurs, some
polish their interest in the outdoors to a near perfection.

Two members recently completed a 2,500 mile canoe
trip up the Athabaska and McKensie rivers, through

Canada, all the way to the Arctic Circle. A group of

others, some experienced, some not, took a several week
long canoe journey through the Florida Everglades. One
not so lucky ex-member was killed under an avalanche

of snow and ice while on a mountain climbing

expedition in Nepal.

The trail club believes in getting back to nature by
the most direct means. With what other organization

could you get a whole day's worth of fresh mountain
air, lose some weight hiking down a mountain trail and

meet some of the nicest people at the University? With

what other organization could you get a whole day's

worth of fresh mountain mud, lose your wallet in a cave

bottom and meet some of the nicest brown bears in

West Virginia? Or see some of the most beautiful

country this side of Ohio, and some of the most
beautiful stalactite formations this side of anywhere,

and all for only two dollars a year.

--bob alien
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Somewhere between gymnastics and

theatre; damned for years by aesthetes as a

bastardization of legitimate forms and now
respected as a sophisticated art—modern

dance. If dance is movement, modern

dance is part of a contemporary movement.

It can be blunt and heavy handed or gently

subtle, but always, it is reflective of today's

emphasis on the simple and down-to-earth.

For hundreds of students, modern dance

is just one more class to suffer through like

any number of others which must be

suffered through before the University will

see fit to confer a degree. And for some,

dance is preparation for a career, and a way
to applause, and that intangible feeling of

satisfaction that comes from doing some-

thing beautiful. But for every participant, it

is murderously hard work.

Rehearsal is no less strenuous than for

ballet and considerably more strenuous

than for most collegiate athletics. That

not-so-delicate clump with which a dancer

occasionally lands on bent, rather than

bended, knee means hours more of

rehearsal in building EE in the gulch, and

sometimes days of recuperation. Prepara-

tion is, of course, extensive, as dancers

prefer tired muscles to strained ones, and

stretching them so they won't strain is a

tiring process.

Arching backward in a spine-twisting

gesture, then leaning forward to gently

press palms against the wooden floor

despite protesting thighs and locked joints;

The most impressive thing about the

dancers, the characteristic one inevitably

notices even as they relax, is the grim look

of concentration lining their faces. Whether

their movements are staccato and abrupt or

swaying and peaceful, the expression

remains. The dancers tell their story with

gesture, not grimaces, succeeding until that

last moment. That last moment, when they

freeze on the final note, crumpled in

despondency or tall in majestic exultation,

alone on the nakedly empty stage, and

realize they made it...and a faint, ever so

slight upward movement of the corners of

the mouth greets the applause.

-bob mondello
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The elevator hisses and shushes melodra-
matically as it slides down into the chamber
where the University's cyclotron is housed. In

that cubicle of an elevator, the only
appropriate Muzak would be "The Sorcerer's

Apprentice," played on a Moog synthesizer.

But there is no music five stories down where
the cyclotron whips ions around and around
until they are traveling almost as fast as light

and then slams them against a target.

The principle of a cyclotron is rather

simple. Positively charged ions are pulled

along a series of electrodes by a moving
electromagnetic field, much as the brushes of

an electric motor are pulled around the coils.

As the field jumps from one electrode to the

next, the ions are pulled along, accelerating all

the time.

The ions whirl in ever widening circles as

their speed increases, while the angular

velocity of the magnetic field is controlled by
a constant frequency radio signal. The field

and trailing particles take the same length of

time to complete each revolution, regardless

of the radius of the particular orbit.

When the desired kinetic energy is reached,

the ion beam is shunted off by an extractor

system onto the target material. The resulting

collisions, scatterings and combinations pro-

vide data for a multitude of experiments in

nuclear structure physics and other disci-

plines.

The University's cyclotron is capable of

producing higher energy particles than any

other in operation. Because of the relativistic

effects which occur near the speed of light,

the University's machine does not operate as

simply as described above.

As the ions near the speed of light, their

mass begins to increase significantly as their

speed increases. This increase in mass requires

a stronger accelerating force which can keep

the ions up with the magnetic field and

maintain the constant period of revolution, so

the field strength increases with distance away
from the center of the cyclotron.

Paul levin
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To keep the ion beam from scattering, the

tractor electrodes spiral out from the center

in a pinwheel pattern, twisting in the

direction of rotation. Thus, the angle between

the tangential direction of the ions' motion

and the direction of the net attractive force is

reduced and a tight beam of ions is produced.

The Apprentice's splintered broom proved

his undoing. The operators of the cyclotron

must take stringent precautions that the

splintered atoms from the cyclotron do no

harm. Eight feet of concrete shield the floor

above the cyclotron chamber-the control

room and data analysis facilities are on the

first floor of the physics building-and no one

is allowed in the cyclotron chamber while the

machine is in operation because the radiation

would kill him.

The cyclotron laboratory, which cost more

than $7.8 million and was financed jointly by

the University and the U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission, is operated by the Department

of Physics and Astronomy.

Aside from work in nuclear structure

physics, the cyclotron is also being utilized by
the chemistry department for studies ranging

from lunar samples to an environmental

examination of the Chesapeake Bay.

At present, the cyclotron laboratory staff

considers their major obstacle to be a shortage

of funds. A decrease in federal funds available

for research at the time when construction

was being completed has limited the develop-

ment of the laboratory. By the end of 1971

the laboratory will have only five experi-

mental stations in operation, although there is

space to accommodate a total of 1 2. And the

current operating budget provided by the

AEC allows only 56 hours per week of

research, although the facility could provide

152 hours of scheduled research.

As the legend says, even in the house of the

greatest sorcerer, the cistern runs dry.

sean fitzpatrick

and ruth seivers
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At the intersection of Redwood and Green streets,

outside University of Maryland Hospital in downtown
Baltimore, the afternoon traffic of autos and
pedestrians flows normally. Business goes on as usual.

Upstairs, on the third floor of the hospital in the

Emergency Shock Trauma Treatment Center, the

hyper-critical condition victims of kidney failures, car

crashes, gangrene poisoning or any other number of

shock inducing conditions, lie prone beneath huge
vines of plastic and glass tubes, catheters and wires,

their lives wavering along the ice-thin boundaries of

survival.

The doctors, nurses and assorted professionals

move quickly and efficiently from patient to patient,

adjusting intravenous tubes, taking blood counts,

with no more than a trace of apprehension in their

countenances. Every day they deal in the realities

that the rest of us make a conscious effort at

forgetting. For them, business goes on as usual.

You enter the hospital, spy the white uniforms,

catch the fragrance of antiseptic, and your stomach
tightens slightly. You feel a sense of relief that you've
come only as an observer. You step into the metallic,

streamlined emergency elevator that carries shock
patients to their destination, and as it moves swiftly

to the third floor, the uneasiness moves from your
stomach, down your spine, all the way to the arches

of your feet. You step out and in the outer room see

unused stretchers that lie empty and waiting.

"The Shock Center," explains Tony DePadova,
who is in charge of the clinical lab attached to it, "is

essentially for handling people who are so severely

injured and in such a deep state of shock that they
need more intense care than can be administered in a

normal emergency room.
"With these people the time element is extremely

important. Many are flown directly here by
helicopter (a helipad is located on a very nearby roof,

and the state police have a copter at the Center's

dispatch at all times). They can be brought here from
any part of Maryland within 35 minutes."
When a patient first arrives, whether his problem is

heart failure, severe blood loss from a beltway
accident, or a self-inflicted gunshot wound, lifesaving

measures must be administered immediately. Blood
pressure must be stabilized; intake of oxygen must be
properly regulated—often requiring a tracheotomy.
Only after measures are completed to ease the state

of shock can treatment of the specific ailment begin.

For treatment and subsequent observation, the

large spotlessly clean room that houses the shock

trauma center is jammed full of extraordinary

electronic devices of every size and shape: electro-

cardiographs, electrolytes, monitor scopes, and blood

gas analyzers. There are phones, phones and more
phones; phones to the outside, phones to the labs

downstairs and direct lines to any number of other

crucial points.

Closed circuit television screens relentlessly moni-

tor the body temperatures, blood pressures and brain

waves of the patients in ever changing linear patterns

of green. If any of these factors should pass a crucial

threshold, an alarm automatically sounds. Smaller

indicators monitor the patient's heart, venous and
arterial blood rates in small digits that light up on the

screen in the very appropriate color of red.

In various corners of the room in movable beds

patients lie covered with tape and stiff, clean sheets.

Some are nearly hidden beneath the jungle of

intravenous monitors, tubes, catheters and attach-

ments that are taped to them all along their body,

helping it do what it can no longer do for itself—bring

in the lifesaving dextrose and blood pressure

stabilizing serums; take out the urine and unneeded
wastes; and monitor continuously all of the patient's

vital signs.

"People in shock or severe traumatic conditions

often undergo radical changes, and they require much
greater physiological observation," notes DePadova as

he watches an assistant run samples routinely through

the blood gas analyzer and telephone the results to

the physicians directly above in the shock center.

"We must run biochemical, hemotropic and urine

tests to keep the physicians informed of the patient's

exact condition. In shock, the lungs and the heart are

the key organs."

At the entrance of the shock trauma center a white

collared minister stands, wringing his hands slightly as

he waits to see a woman who has called for him.

Nearby, an elderly grey haired lady has just regained

partial consciousness and she thrashes lightly from
side to side, twisting the sheets and rattling the tubes

and glass. A nurse speaks to her in a soothing yet

insistent voice "Do you know where you are, Mrs.

Adams? Now, now, don't do that. You're only

hurting yourself."

In the next bed, a middle aged man rushed down
from Delaware the day before lies in the last stages of

a triumphant battle with gas-gangrene. He is nude,

unconscious and very pale, with tubes and needles
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taped to his thighs, penis, stomach and nostrils. There

is no place for dignity or vanity when one is

struggling against death on its own terms. He lies as

helpless as an infant while doctors work to take a

reading on his cardial output. "He was in very bad

shape," a nurse comments, "but he's responding very

well now."
The center, whose maximum capacity is thirteen

patients ("That's an unlucky number," the recep-

tionist reminds us) fortunately has not yet had to

turn anyone away. "In one week, we had ten

patients," adds the young receptionist, who manages

to remain cheerful at her station in the midst of the

quiet suffering. "That was a pretty large call, and to

be honest, we were scared to death!"

When you consider that the next nearest facility of

this kind is in New York, the call of ten seems

remarkably small for a week's work. The fact is that

there are only several shock trauma centers in the

entire United States.

"Texas has two, I think—one in Houston and one

in Dallas where they took Kennedy when he was
shot," DePadova recalls. "There's no more than a

dozen of them in the entire country. Although this

one has been operating on a very small scale for

several years, the twelve bed unit was only added last

year. ..The only place you really get treatment like

this is in Vietnam since their average patient is a

severe trauma case from gunshot or flack wounds.
People are beginning to realize that here in America
in our modern society, with all the auto, home and
industrial accidents and all the other things that can

happen to you, similar facilities are needed."

By the very severe nature of the cases they receive,

there is no way of getting around the fact that many
who come in on stretchers, go back out on stretchers,

only the second time, with their heads covered. Still,

to most of the staff, this is not a deep source of

dismay.

"You just can't look at it in terms of raw statistics.

Say out of a hundred patients taken in, sixty lived

and forty died. Well, those forty could have been

people who couldn't possibly have pulled through in

an ordinary emergency room. The important thing is

that of the sixty, some survive because of the

intensive treatment here, and wouldn't have any-

where else—we've saved at least eighty people who
had gas-gangrene. We are slowly but surely pushing

back the guidelines as to who is too critically injured

to be saved."

Considering the innovative nature of the Shock
Trauma Center, it is no surprise that research is a vital

facet of its operation. There is (literally and
figuratively speaking) painfully little known about

the basic body mechanisms involved in shock.

"Well, the man died, but we got a good urine

sample," a lab analyst is overheard to remark to his

partner, the irony and bitterness strong in his voice.

"Of course we must help our present patients,"

explains DePadova, "but we have to continue to learn

more improved methods to save future patients. We
can't stop with the limited knowledge that we already

have. ..Hopefully we'll be funded more thoroughly in

the future. Grants are hard to come by these

days. ..We must find out much more about the

mechanisms of shock and the exact changes that

occur in the body: how to arrest them and turn them
around."

In a few hours as an observer you are left a bit

more dizzy for the day's experiences. Remarkably,
there is an almost serene calmness in the way the

professionals go about their duties. But for the

average person, the goings-on at the Shock Trauma
Center are far too close to the essentials of life and
death to be at ease with. When it's time to go you are

glad to leave.

"Drive carefully!" one of the doctors warns. "We
don't want to have you back with us upstairs!" You
start home along the high speed expressway and his

parting words sound in your ears.

The life work of the doctors at the center is healing

with the things that most of us spend our time trying

to forget. Their job is handling the it-could-never-

happen-to-me catastrophies that do manage to

happen to far too many people every day.

Knowing they are there somehow makes the

burden of forgetting somewhat easier. The fact that

they are on call twenty -four hours a day, seven days a

week is, in a vague, nauseous way, reassuring.

You never know when you might need them.

-bob alien



This is one of two completely equipped

ready-for-use major surgery areas. It is

designed to make the trauma center a self-

contained surgery, recovery, and research

facility for critical shock patients. They will,

when in full service, enable a patient to be

brought in by ambulance or helicopter,

wheeled into an emergency elevator, taken to

the first floor and into a fully equipped

emergency operating unit, complete with a

twenty-four hour clinical laboratory facility

and a staff specifically trained to handle

severe shock cases. After surgery, immediate

transfer to the fourth floor patient care area.

When in full service, these two units will

significantly cut down the time between

reception and treatment, increasing the

chance for recovery and aiding greatly in the

research which is needed to save future lives.

When in full service these units will make an

already valuable facility even more valuable.

When in full service, or more appropriately, if

ever in service. These two units built and

furnished at considerable cost sit locked and

alone on their own deserted floor—a testi-

mony to the stupidity of a state which allows

such a worthy asset to remain inoperative.

Progress created much of the need for such a

facility and progress half-heartedly attempted

a solution. But progress prefers to use its

money for profit rather than people and this

marvelous facility is handicapped because it

cannot get funds to staff an already built

surgical unit. Progress seems to prefer

freeways to hospitals—they get more votes

and campaign money.

-us
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The Beautiful Day Trading Company is a food

store-a natural food store for people who feel that the

cellophane wrapped around their food is beginning to

package them, too.

Say it. Beautiful Day. Bee-you-oo-tee-foo-ell Da-a-a-

ee-ee.

Compare the name to Safeway, Giant Foods or Grand

Union. Those names inspire confidence: They're big and

powerful; they'll keep you safe, if you want to be

wrapped in cellophane and have your spoilage retarded.

That's security without flair or soul. That's what

Beautiful Day is trying to get away from.

Says Joe, one of the store's inner circle, "The

important thing about food is its kharma-how much
love and care have gone into its growing and packaging."

Whether or not you believe that spiritual elements,

hke chemical elements, can be transmitted through food

(Joe, incidentally, is skeptical of vitamins), it is

undeniable that the store has its own distinctive

ambience. Even people who wander in for the first time

and leave without buying anything comment on it.

The store encourages you to get involved with your

food, to sense the people involved in its production. It

manages to be clean without seeming "untouched by

human hands."
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The building, rented from Holy Redeemer Catholic

Church, is on the corner of the parish school

playground. The former meat market, according to

Krispin, Joe's brother-in-law, "was a mess. They were

ready to condemn it. ...It was really far-out to fix up

everything with freak labor."

When the store moved into the Berwyn road location

in December 1970, the neighborhood was "kinda leery

that freaks were invading," says Joe, "but now they

come in and say 'the place hasn't looked so good in 30

years.'"

The inner circle, which includes Joe, Krispin, Cherri

(Joe's sister and Krispin's wife), Richard and Elaine, is

trying to make the store an institution that could

continue if they had to leave. Their ultimate dream is to

combine the store with a farm.

In March, after four months of operation, they were

stilt using any profit to build up the store's inventory.

"I can never see running this as a profit institution. I

can see making a living off it," said Krispin.

"As soon as we can, we're going to lower prices, but

we won't be able to do it for at least six months, until

the store is completely full, until it can meet all the

people's needs."

The people who need Beautiful Day are a varied lot.

Krispin, if he is in the mood, will tell you about Krees

and gazieboes from Neptune who hang around the store

planning to take over the Earth. Jerri Davis, of Lanham,

however, admits to being nothing more exotic than a

housewife who tries to feed her family of seven "whole

foods." Before Beautiful Day, she went to Wheaton and

RockviUe for organic vegetables.

She first became interested in organically grown foods

through friends who shared her interest in natural

childbirth and breastfeeding.

"I haven't gotten that deeply into the spiritual part,"

she says of food kharma, but she does not discount it.

"When you eat whole foods you think clearer. Whether

it comes from having the poisons cleared out of your

system or because we're all in tune, I don't know."

She says that natural foods are more nourishing than

processed and reconstituted foodstuffs. By using them

and emphasizing vegetables over meats, she has kept her

food expenditures constant despite rising prices.

They would like to sell only organic foods-grown

without pesticides or chemical fertilizer-says Richard,

who is taciturn and mild compared with Joe's calm

directness and Krispin's excitable expansiveness, but

with a rueful shake of his head he admits they must take

some food that is not organic.

Although none of the inner circle eats eggs, he adds,

the Trading Company carries them "as a concession to

popular demand."
That's a curious remark for one so dedicated to

serving the people, but it reveals the proselytizing

enthusiasm which is mixed with their excitement at

"doing something that you love to do. It's nice feeling a

part of the store; like, it's you."

Krispin, Cherri, Jerri Davis and the others know they

are bucking the Zeitgeist, but also think they might be

starting a new one.

As Cherri puts it, "A scientist might say chemically

you're wrong (about kharma), but a priest or rabbi

might say you're right."

Nutritionists do dismiss some of the claims of food

cultists. Plants and people grow big and strong, they say,

if they get the proper nutrients, whether they get them

from chemical fertilizer and vitamin pills or from animal

dung and fresh food. And it is further pointed out that

there is simply not enough natural fertilizer to sustain

production at current levels.

That part of the problem is aesthetic and psychologi-

cal, but it is nonetheless a problem: How do you

exercise control over your life and experience personal

contact with a reality that is too much intermediated by

things?

So whether you call it kharma or placebo effect or

human nature, in these times the ethos of natural foods,

like natural childbirth and breastfeeding, is genuinely

and gently revolutionary and radical.

At the same time, it is conservative.

Jerri Davis gives her children apples and cheese for an

afternoon snack because it tastes good and is good for

them, something mothers have tried to do every

afternoon since the dawn of time.

The plan to make the store a self-sustaining institution

echoes that great cinema line: "I'm building for the

future. ..Someday, son, all this will be yours." It is the

old human urge to build something good and build it

permanent.

The personal touches are like those in the grocery that

used to be on the corner of my grandmother's block.

What Cherri expresses as "...happy people doing things

they really like. ..it just carries through in the food,"

chain stores try to do now with "customer relations,"

but it just is not the same as knowing Mr. Gerber is your

friend.

It is unfortunate that the terms radical and

revolutionary carry connotations of absolutist Utopian

movements to forge a "New Man" by destroying old and

creating new institutions or, by remaking man through

drugs or religion, to make a (brave) new world. Beautiful

Day Trading Company have discovered by instinct that

people do not "get the institutions they deserve," they

get the institutions they need; that change comes
through the continuous evolution of the interaction

between people and their institutions.

"We're opening up the community," says Krispin,

"the inner circle is reaching out to the outer circle,

bringing people in. ..people in the community who can

add. ..because, y'know, you could do it. You could build

a whole new world."

-sean fitzpatrick
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A sense of community. Bring your own bag

or box to carry the stuff home in. If you want
cider, bring your own bottle; eggs, your own
egg carton. Everybody contributes something

and that makes it a co-operative-a food

co-op.

A couple of sacrifices just so the lower

prices make sense. You have to order the food

a week in advance and even then, they usually

don't have something. And there's almost

always a wait of about a half hour to pick up
an order. But everybody smiles, and while

you're waiting they sometimes have a couple

of cakes cut up, and people talk to you and

act friendly because they want you to be

happy.

It isn't very much like a real food store.

The co-op gives you a price list and a

newsletter. Prices that change every week or

aren't on the list, like meat and vegetables, are

posted on blackboards that hang from the

ceiling. It's just a big room really, with

workers separated from buyers by a row of

tables laden with canned goods. The workers

take your order slip and find everything for

you and put it in your bag and tell you

they're terribly sorry they couldn't get these

for you but won't you use your refund as

credit for the next week. And you believe

they really are sorry because the whole idea

for the co-op is to help everyone realize that

if they just work together even food prices are

vulnerable.

It's a quiet sort of revolution-people doing

something in a slightly unconventional,

slightly more complicated way to get around

something they don't like, and discovering it

really is fun and saying to hell with the other

way. Maybe not a prelude of things to come,

but even if the prices weren't lower, at least it

gives a sense of community.

-bob mondello
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We used to park at Hungry Herman's,

because there was no Hungry Herman's then.

And there was no Stereo Scene or Dreama's.

There were parking meters, and we parked

there and ate our hamburger subs at Howie's.

There was a lady sitting behind the cash

register at Howie's, and she knew your name if

you had been there more than a few times

because at Howie's, they always wrote your

first name at the top of the check.

They had to, you see, because so many
people ate at Howie's that they had to wait

awhile for their food, and when their food was
ready the lady with the bags under her eyes and
the half-glasses who spoke in a high, cracked

voice would call you.

She would ask you to "state whether it's to

stay or to go," and we would mumble "stay"

and she would put that flat hamburger with the

shiny rectangular roll on a small white plate and
we would pay her the 50 cents for the food and
another 25 cents for a giant coke. And we
would get some salt out of the big box of salts

near the cash register and find a table and eat.

And the onions on the hamburger were fried,

because the lady always asked us if we wanted
raw or fried onions. And they put a lot of ice in

the big coke.

We used to park at Hungry Herman's late at

night, too. That was the best time of all. 3 a.m.

The Grill was closed, all the hell-raisers were

either home sleeping it off or else somewhere
else raising hell. So we parked and walked down
to Rt. 1 where the "Plain and Fancy" donut

sign revolved and everything else was dark.

And we went into the donut shop, where this

string-beanish guy stood behind the counter,

and he got to know you, too, if you came in

there all the time, like we did. A lot of freaks

sat at the counter and drank coffee and ate

donuts and talked about poetry and revolution.

And we sat at the tables that were up against

the other wall and listened and enjoyed the

atmosphere and played Simon and Garfunkel

records on the jukebox and shivered with

thoughts of walking back outside, where it was

so cold. Some nights we forgot the car.

But last May, they raided the donut shop.

They arrested 28 people who were sitting at the

counter discussing poetry and revolution, and

people sitting at tables chomping chocolate

donuts and playing the jukebox. And they

closed down the donut shop from 10 p.m. on.

And we couldn't park at Hungry Herman's
anymore, because when we were sophomores,

they built Hungry Herman's. But we wouldn't

go there because Howie's charged less, and
anyway, they put more ice in the cokes and
asked you if you wanted your onions raw or

fried.

So this year I go to the donut shop on
University Boulevard. And I visit College Park a

lot, but I usually walk.

I like to use the laundromat, because it's

much faster than the dorm machines. And the

dryers dry much better, even though they do
cost a penny a minute.
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I like to visit the 7-Eleven. I don't know
why, because they charge a lot of money for

the same thing Peoples and Albrecht's charge

less for. Maybe it's the fact that I can glance at

the newspaper headlines there. Albrecht's keeps

their newspapers behind the counter. If you
want to buy one, you have to ask for it.

And I hke the delicatessen, too. If you're

alone, you can get a good hamburger
sub—though they don't fry onions nearly as

good as Howie's—and watch television. And
talk to the man who makes the subs. He's a

riot.

There used to be a Hot Shoppes where the

Big Boy now is. It changed this year. We
sometimes ate at Hot Shoppes, when we were

in ,the mood to sit down and eat at a "nice"

place; someplace a httle less rustic than Howie's
or the deli. Anyway, Hot Shoppes was the only

place we could get an Orange Freeze.

We used to see a lot of couples at Hot
3hoppes, stopping there late Friday and
Saturday nights for an ice cream sundae. The
more serious people drank cups of coffee.

Everyone looked out the big windows and saw
Mr. Tony's, which had no windows. We joked
that it must be a Mafia headquarters.

There also used to be a post office, next to

Mel's Other Place. If we were in a good mood,
we would ask the postman if he had any
"special" six cent stamps. We didn't like the

Eisenhower ones all the time.

I had a Big Boy yesterday, and it was as good
as everyone says it is. I went in my faded jeans,

the ones with the holes in the seat. Big deal. I

couldn't look out the window. They closed the

curtains.

If I smoked, I'd buy my cigarettes at the

machine in Food Fair. Only 35 cents. Last year

they were 30.

One thing never changes. People lined up,

day and night and especially on Fridays, at the

Suburban Trust window.

Sometimes I stiU visit Howie's, to get a

hamburger sub. They still put a lot of ice in the

cokes-after all, it wasn't that long ago. But the

place is always empty. They don't know my
name anymore. They never ask for it. They
don't have to.

I go to the College Park donut shop

sometimes, too. But even though they've been

staying open all night again, they run out of

donuts by midnight. In fact, they even pile up

the empty trays so when the donut delivery

man comes, he can get in and out faster.

A few people sit at the counter. Freaks. Girls

in ragged blue shirts and guys either stoned or

trying to fake it. Discussing nothing. The
jukebox is quiet. I haven't sat down in the

donut shop all year.

I go to Hungry Herman's sometimes; their

rolls are the best in town. It's usually crowded,

but their cokes aren't as big. And they make
everyone's onions the same.

Howie's took down their big sign that used

to revolve when they were open. They also

took away the lady. I haven't seen her in

months.

The price of progress in small-town America.

We left College Park. I returned, and couldn't

find a decent donut.

-david lightman
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In an era when traditions are being torn down,
the University is rapidly building a tradition at

Cole student activities building in the winter

months. There, Lefty Driesell and his biological

freaks have been packing the spacious fieldhouse

despite their less than impressive records.

In Driesell's two years, the University set a new
season attendance mark each season. The 1970-71

season saw an average of 10,000+ attend the 14

home games, in sharp contrast to the pre-Driesell

era when 10,000 was considered good attendance

even when top-ranked teams provided the opposi-

tion.

In fact, the crowd had an appeal all its own.
Cynics pointed to the average University student's

lack of values when 8,000 protested last May about

American involvement in Cambodia and 10,000

showed for a basketball game. Yet come they did.

All kinds of students. From coat and tie with a just

as prim and proper date to freaks wearing

whatever.

The crowds knew their basketball or, at least,

how to read the scoreboard, with the volume of

the cheering in direct proportion to the Terps'

position. No amount of effort by the cheerleaders

would get the students to respond to a cheer. But

let somebody wearing the home uniform score and

the volume was... well, if Cole had rafters it would

have shaken them.

The crowd was an involved crowd. In each of

the University's close ball games, a new peak of

noise was reached with each score as the end of the

contest neared. And if the Terps won, it was

bedlam—witness Wake Forest or the granddaddy of

them all, the South Carolina celebration.

Still, why would students go to see a 14-12

team? ...to see the coach, and that's where the

traditions have begun.

An average contest, with the 10,000+ attend-
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ance: First the opposition comes out, their

appearance drawing boos and various other

nondescript calls. Then comes the home team,

bedecked in new uniforms, drawing cheers and the

sounds of approval. But it's a restrained cheer, for

the crowd is waiting for something else. Finally

Driesell enters and the crowd cheers and then—the

high point of the evening—he gives the "V" sign

(which he does not like and plans to cut out next

year) and the crowd cheers and cheers. The game

doesn't matter. The crowd came to see the "V"

and what Driesell will do.

Well, the game does matter, but not this year.

That will be another tradition-sweat along with

Lefty until we get the big boys. And this year the

big boys began to arrive. The varsity had a couple

of them, Jim O'Brien and Howard White, but those

big boys will be replaced by even bigger boys next

year. Driesell got himself a freshman team that just

might start another tradition.

The freshmen were undefeated in 1 6 games. But

everyone knew they would win, it's how they won
that set the fans' hearts aflutter. They won each

contest by 34 points, outrebounded the opposition

by 15, outshot the opposition by 14 per cent, and

so on, practically forever.

The whole freshman outfit made another

tradition almost seem true—Driesell's claim that

Maryland will be the "UCLA of the East"-by

piling up scores like 1 10-57, 124-66 and 107-77.

The varsity also played this year.

They started strong and had, at one point, an

1 1-3 mark, but... well, "faded" is a kind word.

With the freshmen coming up and another such

freshman squad promised fof next year, maybe
Driesell's about ready to start another tradition

-

winning.

-Steve sigafoose
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oh to be an Indian

and play lacrosse

like it was new

turning and churning

in the grass

forcing reluctant muscles

toward a goal,

hopefully the opposition's

running through a maze of fields,

tossing a ball

and working-in

a new pair of loin clothes

i'd play midfield

for the Washington Redskins

and strain my lacrosse thighs

to win a pennant or two

and the next season

I'd hold-out for a better offer,

perhaps Manhattan

with an option on the Bronx Zoo

but my thighs are not lacrosse

they don't bulge from under short pants

they have pusless pimples

and look like fat men in a sauna bath

when i wear a loin cloth

and besides,

i'm better suited to bleacher seats

where i can watch the terps

(beat Johns Hopkins

sing Navy
obliterate State

out-jargon Jargon)

turning and churning

in the grass

and playing lacrosse

like it was new
-larry blonder
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Steve budman

BaseBaLL

I

The little kid hitting pebbles with a stick that

bounce off the upper deck of RFK stadium,

forgetting the pebble that was too quick and
dropped to the turf of backyard, USA; the

potato chips that ran out and the beer that was
warm just when Warner Wolf set the Nats

defensively in the last of the ninth. Roger
Maris' 61st, Frank Howard's 40th, Don Lep-

pert's third of the night-that's baseball to

middle America.

And collegiate baseball? That's the little kid

grown some, with his inner socks rolled just so,

hoping the Pirates' birddog sees him and
wondering why he can't hit this rinky dink

righthander whose tosses look like pebbles. It's

wanting to be a Topps baseball card, instead of

wanting to collect them. It's the big hit in the

last of the ninth, greeted only by half-empty

stands and teammates' half-hearted, perhaps

jealous, applause. Wonder why you didn't sign

out of high school.

For those who don't aspire to the bigtime,

it's satisfaction maybe, but surely the pressure,

work and time-consumingness of bigtime col-

legiate sports—minus the glory. A way through

college, a contact with the gung-ho days of high

school—that's college ball for the nonprospect.

Shipley field, a sunny afternoon, riding the

bench when everyone is on Rt. 1 , a number on

your back as if the one they give you at

registration is not enough. Pinch-hitting maybe,

knowing they know that if you were that

fearsome, you would have started. Whoomp.
Strike one. A loud foul even, that'd do. Low
and away. Crouch more, maybe a walk. Ready
...down the pipe. ..swing... and it's a high drive

to deep... but no, you have to run out the

popup anyway.
No matter, remember what the splendid

splinter says, "It's the hardest thing to do in

sports, this hitting." If you're good, you'll

succeed a third of the time. Man, that's life.

Good trivia ammunition, those statistics.

Measuring lives on paper. Have to sneak a look

at the sports page nowadays, though. One Jim

Bouton doesn't make it all relevant.

Lots to do in spring. Fancies turn everywhere

but Shipley field. Don't need a ticket, and you

won't be hassled. A game for another era

maybe, or just out of the realm of sport, too

near perfection. Until the grounder shoots

through the shortstop's legs and the leftfielder

throws it into the stands. Tragicomic in a way.

Great parts, the hitting, the fielding, the

throwing, the sliding-brought together, but

unblended in an unnatural form, each thwarting

the other. The inaction builds at a torrid pace.

Ah, if life had its built-in breaks, or its own
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seventh inning stretch. How nice to change
sides once in awhile.

Even stealing has its rewards. Sacrifices aren't

counted against you. Justice and honor on the

diamond. If the pitcher hits you, he is

penalized, you are rewarded. Assuming Ray
Chapman's fate doesn't befall you. Beaned in

1920, dead. But he's the only one.

Throw it around, little pepper, that'a'boy,

hey rag arm, good eye, way to hang. Gets the

adrenalin going to get psyched. Almost as if his

success was your own. Something to tell the

kids anyway. "Played college ball?" "Yeah."
Adds an aura of sorts. Doesn't go down on
paper like the doubles and triples, but it still

counts. ..doesn't it? Somewhere they've got a

record of it.

Softball. Now there's a game. Don't need any
talent. Ego-trips allowed. Everybody makes
contact, almost. Short bases, short throws, Light

bats. Modified for the masses.

Intramurals on a lazy spring afternoon, with

a good view of Rt. 1 . Some guys look like

they're good enough to play college bail.

Tee-shirts, cut-offs and beer bellies. A step

toward the real-world and the company team.

Always have something more pressing. But a

game, man. Gotta play, as long as you don't

have to. Get lost in that world. They won't

keep records, but you know. Being happy
doesn't get measured. Save my ups, will ya?

Back at Shipley, empty now, game's over.

Sure would be nice to go down onto the field

and hit some pebbles.

andy sharp
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Catherine abell

angela abrahams
roger abram

marc abrams

mary abrams

Jeanne abramson

sherrill absher

marilyn acken
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barbara adams

carol adams
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Janice alvey

george amrein

david anderson

dolores anderson

Sharon anderson

nancy andrews

sherry-lynn andrusia
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camille anselmo

cynthia appel

Steven appelbaum

frances appler

Stephen arkin

zorthian armstrong

ross arnett III

theresa arney

alien arnold

oanne aronson

Janice aronstein

peter arthur

beverly asard
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daniel assad

mark atcherson
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astrid baege

rhonda baer

carl bailey
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bryan bailey

dennis baker

diane baker

James baker
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Carolyn baldwin

Stephen baiuch

barry bank

theodore barberry
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theodore barila

susan barlow

helen lee barnes

louise barnes
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Joseph barrett jr.
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us is the combined effort of many people, we have tried to

produce a magazine which will record the events and emo-
tions of 1970-71. We are constantly seeking new people and
encourage contributions and ideas from everyone, if you
are interested, join us.
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